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Foreword
PILnet is pleased to introduce this informative report on the development of pro bono in Europe, a
field that has expanded greatly in the last ten to fifteen years, with PILnet among others acting as an
important catalyst.
PILnet is a thought leader in the field of public interest law. Our theory of change is rooted in the idea
of pro bono publico—lawyering for the good of the public. We view this not just as a reminder to be
charitable, but as an imperative of justice. By treating the public as our client, we make our societies
stronger and our laws more just.
From this perspective, PILnet is not just another human rights organization, although we care very
much about human rights. It is not just a development organization, although we support sustainable
development. And it is not just an advocacy organization, although we are deeply committed to social
justice.
Instead, PILnet is an organization focused on law and on how law works in our societies around the
world. We believe that law must work for all. But we know that law does not work for anyone on its
own. Law is a social process that is mediated through the institutions, processes, and practices that make
it function. How law works depends on the factors that influence it; for law to serve the public interest,
the public interest needs representation.
With this perspective in mind, PILnet has since its inception worked to build a network of public interest
lawyers around the world. Under the leadership and vision of our founder, Ed Rekosh, we have sought to
activate, empower, and connect those who use law to represent the public interest. Through our offices
in Beijing, Budapest, London, Hong Kong, Moscow, and New York, and with the support of a network
of partner law firms, our team has asserted the right of lawyers everywhere to stand up for the public
interest.
At the same time, PILnet has worked with partners and lawyers throughout the legal profession and
wherever they may practice to engage them in providing pro bono services to those representing
important public interest causes. Working in environments where serving the public interest is often
seen as someone else’s responsibility or the duty of the state, our team of dedicated local and regional
leaders has cultivated relationships, convened roundtables, and secured commitments that have helped to
nurture a culture of pro bono in more and more societies around the world. Through these efforts, our
team continues to remind the legal profession that it is the responsibility of all lawyers to help represent
the public interest.
This report, written by Lamin Khadar as a part of his PhD research on public interest lawyering in
Europe, reflects his assessment of the development of pro bono in Europe and of PILnet’s significant
role therein. Through his research, he has identified a number of important debates within the field and
among its leading voices about the challenges and choices they face in seeking to harness the full potential
of law to serve the public interest in today’s world.
In response, and because PILnet is currently reflecting on what its most relevant and strategic role should
be going forward, my team and I have prepared a reply, which is included at the end of this report. In it,
we briefly reflect on what we see as the barriers and obstacles that limit or impede our ability to help
ensure that law works for all and set out some initial thoughts about the way forward.
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Through his research the author identified several important personal contributions made by members
of our PILnet team and our partners, which we think it appropriate to recognize here.
PILnet extends its gratitude to its staff, past and present, whose efforts were crucial to its work to
develop a pro bono culture in Europe and beyond over the last 15 years.
In Budapest (and elsewhere):
Ed Rekosh and Atanas Politov for leading PILnet’s efforts globally and making PILnet’s European Pro Bono
Forum what it is now. Marieanne McKeown for leadership in running the Global Pro Bono Clearinghouse
and organizing the European Forums. Krisztina Molnar for providing finance and organizational support
for the Forums and the organization as a whole. Tamas Barabas for designing and running the Hungarian
Pro Bono Clearinghouse; Reka Varkonyi and Gyöngyvér Papp for providing organizational and logistical
support for the Hungarian Pro Bono Clearinghouse and the European Forums. Lorna Kralik for playing a
vital role in communications, running the Global Pro Bono Clearinghouse, and organizing the European
Pro Bono Forums. Christine Schmidt for her support in communications for Pro Bono Forums and pro
bono work in general.
In Moscow:
Dmitry Shabelnikov for leadership in devising and running, until now, PILnet’s pro bono programming
in Russia and organizing the first Russia Pro Bono Forum. Alexander Lapidus for launching and running,
in the early years, the Russian Pro Bono Clearinghouse. Marianna Kosharovsky, Elena Segalova, Zoya
Kaitova, and Sergey Kurakov for coordinating the Russian Pro Bono Clearinghouse.
Michael Cheroutes and Gene Sullivan, two volunteer consultants who helped PILnet to launch its first
two clearinghouses in Budapest and Moscow respectively.
In New York:
Devon Kearney and Tanin Tehrani for their invaluable fundraising efforts to make PILnet’s pro bono work
sustainable. Nina Kalandadze for reforming online support for the European, Asia, and Russia Pro Bono
Forums. Habib Nassar and Maysa Zorob for their efforts to develop pro bono in the Middle East and
North Africa.
In Asia:
Rob Precht, Seth Gurgel, and Zhang Jingjing (Beijing) for developing pro bono in mainland China and
elsewhere in Asia. Tze-wei Ng and Julie Cheng (Hong Kong) for pioneering and running the Hong Kong
Pro Bono Clearinghouse, promoting pro bono in Asia and organizing the Asia Pro Bono Forums.
Finally, we would like to thank all the members of PILnet’s Pro Bono Council and its Leadership
Committee, all our volunteers, partner law firms and their lawyers, partner NGOs and clearinghouses
around the world, institutional donors, and hundreds of other people and organizations in PILnet’s
“orbit” without whose support the achievements described in this report would not have been possible.
Garth Meintjes
New York
2016
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Introduction
This report has been commissioned to commemorate the 10th anniversary of PILnet’s annual
European Pro Bono Forum. The report aims to chart the development and progress of pro bono
in Europe. The report looks at the past, present, and future of pro bono practice in Europe, paying
particular attention to the role that PILnet has played as a key factor in pro bono practice across
the continent. In addition, the report seeks to explore some of the “hot topics” and dilemmas
within the contemporary European pro bono movement as well as a few future trends.
This report has been prepared by Lamin Khadar, working as an independent researcher and on a
pro bono basis. To prepare for this report, during the course of a year, the author has undertaken
over 50 interviews with leading figures in the European pro bono movement and carried out a
number of surveys of individuals and NGOs. The author also spent time conducting research at the
PILnet archives and the Ford Foundation archives in New York. The author is tremendously grateful
to the PILnet staff and the DLA Piper Pro Bono Team (for graciously hosting him in New York and
London) and to all of the interviewees for their collaboration and collegiality.
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Executive Summary
A modern pro bono movement is beginning to emerge in Europe. Although the
tradition of pro bono practice stretches as far back as ancient and medieval Europe,
modern pro bono practice has been developed anew, especially since the 1990s, by
NGOs, foundations, and private lawyers. The emergence of modern pro bono practice
in Europe was aided by the growth and internationalization of US and UK law firms
committed to the institutionalization of pro bono in all of their offices, which has
also coincided with a decline in legal aid in Europe. This report documents the long
history of pro bono in Europe, with a special emphasis on developments in the past
10 years, which have witnessed significant activity toward building a culture of and the
infrastructure for pro bono practice in Europe. Some of the field’s central debates and
dilemmas, especially for its future, are captured here as a part of that review.
Prelude to Pro Bono
For as long as there have been lawyers in Europe, there
have been free legal services for the poor. The tradition
of pro bono practice (the free provision of legal services
by individual lawyers and the legal profession) has deep
roots in Europe, beginning in ancient and medieval
Europe, when legal aid was considered a charitable duty
provided through the Church or by private lawyers. In
the 18th and 19th century, the legal professions of Europe
embarked on some remarkably ambitious initiatives to
tackle the challenge of unmet legal need, and by the
20th century, state-sponsored legal aid systems became
the norm in Europe. From that point on, legal aid was
no longer conceived of as the honorable duty of the
profession but rather the obligation of the state.
Re-Emergence of Pro Bono
However, since the 1990s, organized pro bono practice
has made a return in Europe. The emergence of mega,
multinational firms in the United States and London
created the conditions out of which a new, increasingly
institutionalized and increasingly globalized model of
legal volunteering emerged: large firm–organized pro
bono practice. That trend has encountered a number of
challenges. For one, the creation of state-sponsored legal
aid systems in the 20 th century had dampened the pro
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bono ethos in the European legal profession. In addition,
there were few European NGOs present that could
connect law firms with individuals and civil society actors
in need of free legal services. Also, European NGOs
mainly did not embrace legal strategies consistently and
were not used to working with lawyers. All of this has
made it difficult to build a pro bono culture in Europe.
Toward a Culture of Pro Bono
Over the past ten years, a culture of pro bono has begun
to take root, thanks to a cadre of NGOs, foundations,
and pro bono lawyers. Among others, PILnet has played
a central role in this development. PILnet first launched
the Central and Eastern European Pro Bono Initiative in
2005 and then its first clearinghouse in Hungary in 2006
(followed by one in Russia in 2007), which quickly took
on human rights, deportation, and anti-discrimination
projects. Firms who got involved in early projects
included Dechert, DLA Piper, Sidley Austin, Sullivan
& Cromwell, and O’Melveny & Myers. PILnet and its
partners then launched a series of successful “pro bono
roundtables,” which connected lawyers at a local level
in Europe to discuss and strategize how to meaningfully
institutionalize and deploy pro bono within their own
communities. The European Pro Bono Forum was also
launched during this period, providing a setting in which
the development of local pro bono could be connected

with the international movement; learning and sharing
their growing body of expertise. These initiatives created
the foundations for, and in many cases kick-started, the
establishment of a series of domestic clearinghouses
across Europe. In sum, the activity during the past 10
years established significant infrastructure and began to
leave the imprint of a culture of pro bono in Europe.
Current Conditions of Pro Bono in Europe
The European pro bono movement is still in an emergent
phase and cannot be said to be fully “institutionalized,”
as it is in the United States. Over the past three years,
pro bono work has been carried out at a rate of about
14 hours per fee earner on average, which is significantly
lower than in the United States, for example. The United
Kingdom and Belgium (or more accurately, London and
Brussels, as recorded pro bono is still very much a capital
city, and international law firm, phenomenon) lead the
way in pro bono, where average hours are much higher.
Such law firms mainly depend on clearinghouses for their
European pro bono practices, and most clearinghouses
in Europe exclusively cater to NGO clients (with a
few exceptions in Romania, Ireland, and Slovakia).
Correspondingly, pro bono clients in Europe are usually
NGOs, not individuals. Certain indicators reveal a
degree of institutionalization of pro bono, including
some pro bono policies at firms, but pro bono is still not
an institutionalized practice at most major continental
European law offices.
Debates and Dilemmas
Research for this report revealed a number of debates
and dilemmas in the European pro bono landscape.
One of the hottest topics is whether pro bono is best
placed at the service of NGO clients or individual clients.
At present, law firm pro bono in Europe is primarily
provided for NGO clients, mainly because strong
state-sponsored legal aid in Europe historically served
individuals. However, there are some compelling reasons
why law firms should be doing more for individuals in
Europe. For example, in several European countries,
state-sponsored legal aid is in decline. Moreover,
individual legal assistance can improve lives for the many
new migrants in Europe. At the same time, the case
for supporting NGOs seeking social change is that they
are more likely to effect systemic reforms or broader
impacts.

Another debate concerns the question of whether it
is best to take an “access to justice/legal aid”–oriented
approach or an “expertise”-oriented approach to pro
bono. Proponents of the former approach believe that
commercial lawyers should up-skill in specific areas of
law, such as asylum law or welfare law, to supplement
depleted frontline service providers of legal aid.
Proponents of the latter argue that commercial lawyers
should deploy their deep expertise in fields such as tax,
trade, investment, and regulation to promote a more
equitable and sustainable use of law globally.
This report also documents a dilemma surrounding legal
research, which is one of the most common forms of pro
bono work across Europe. Legal research has been useful
to NGO clients, but there may be a need to address
some concerns that (1) legal research output is not
always reliable; and (2) legal research is often difficult to
tie to identifiable social justice impact.
This report also reveals that many believe firms’ conflict
of interest policies are concerning. Many firms avoid
certain pro bono work because of potential conflicts,
particularly where NGOs are engaged in fields of
advocacy that encroach upon the terrain of traditional
commercial clients, such as environmental justice,
consumer protection, or financial and economic justice.
Some firms, however, are taking a progressive approach
and finding creative ways to get around such conflicts.
Another concern is NGO skepticism about law firm
commitment to pro bono projects. While many NGOs
were satisfied with the pro bono services of firms, many
also registered the concern that law firms did not always
treat NGO clients with the same degree of commitment
as they would fee-paying clients, despite claims that they
do. That concern goes to the heart of a major critique
of pro bono—that law firms engage in bono work more
to benefit themselves than to serve the interests of their
pro bono clients.
A promising finding of this report is the overwhelming
consensus around the idea that law firms can
and should collaborate more in the context of
pro bono. There is wide support for the idea
that law firms should collaborate to tackle
systematic challenges such as the decline of state
legal aid or the migrant crisis, and there are
encouraging signs that law firms are taking steps
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in this direction. Though it is less developed, there
is also promise in the idea that law firms may engage
their support staff in skilled volunteering for the NGO
community in Europe with the support of a host of
organizations primed to do this.
The Future of Pro Bono in Europe
Expanding Pro Bono in Europe. There are few
full-time pro bono lawyers in Europe at present.
To develop pro bono in Europe, one approach is to
increase the number of full-time pro bono coordinators,
professionalizing the role, as in the United States.
Another approach is to develop the secondary
specialization pro bono model, a model emerging
in London. Yet another possible direction involves
“democratizing” the pro bono role, allowing each
lawyer to define social justice and pro bono practice
in their own terms, taking personal responsibility
for the identification and selection of clients and
projects (presumably within a supportive institutional
environment).
The Pro Bono Professional–NGO Relationship.
It was found that NGOs often prefer a direct relationship
with a handful of lawyers who know and understand
their work. NGOs find it particularly frustrating when
pro bono managers or clearinghouse staff appear to be
screening or interviewing them, looking for a particular
kind of client or project. In sum, there is some confusion
surrounding the exact nature of the role of the pro bono
professional, and the expectations of NGOs and firms
sometimes differ.
Culture Building and Institutionalization. Many
clearinghouses have incorporated into their mission
the broader goal of promoting pro bono culture within
the legal profession and seeking the institutionalization
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of pro bono. They have faced many challenges in this
respect, from resistance to the idea of volunteerism
(with many Europeans believing that it is incumbent on
the state to remedy social ills), resistance to the culture
of talking about “doing good” (many Europeans believe
that chartable work should be done but not talked about
publicly), and resistance to the perception that pro bono
is an Anglo-American imposition.
Expanding Outside Capitals. It is clear that organized
pro bono in Europe is still predominantly a practice of
large international firms and, consequently, a capital
city phenomenon. There is an awareness of the need to
move beyond capitals and a willingness (often already
concretely manifesting) to engage small and national
firms.
The Thought Leadership Role of Clearinghouses and
Pro Bono Organizations. A number of clearinghouses
across Europe are beginning to take real initiative by
questioning the received wisdom of what purpose
clearinghouses should serve and what pro bono means as
a form of progressive legal activism. This is likely the real
future of the European clearinghouse movement. The
international clearinghouses and pro bono organizations
such as PILnet, TrustLaw, International Senior Lawyers
Project, Pro Bono Institute, A4ID, and the Vance Center
are all beginning, in different ways, to embrace a thought
leadership role in relation to pro bono. With its incoming
president, PILnet may play a particular role in getting
firms involved in work that might have traditionally been
off limits due to perceived “commercial conflicts,” work
that has the power to radically alter how law works for
those without money and power in society.

I. Prelude to Pro Bono in
Europe
Pro bono practice in Europe (the free provision of legal
services by individual lawyers and the legal profession
rather than the state) has precursors in much earlier
professional legal practices. Beginning as early as in
Ancient Greece and Rome, these practices have taken
on both ad hoc and institutional forms and, as a whole,
represent a long tradition of legal aid in Europe. 1
A.	Ad Hoc Legal Aid in Pre-Modern
Europe
One of the earliest recorded examples of pro bono legal
services comes from Ancient Athens, where ideas about
inclusive democracy, civic duty, and fairness for the poor
informed a kind of system of legal aid. Though it was
not a comprehensive system, it was reasonably common
for Athenian townships and clubs to provide legal help
to individuals unable to afford legal representation.2
That assistance would typically be provided by elected
officials acting on their behalf as synegoros who presented
their case in court.3 By contrast, in Republican Rome,
the clientela system, prevalent throughout the majority
of Roman history, more closely resembled a patronage
system. The weak and impoverished would attach
themselves to men of power who would provide legal
help in exchange for various services and political
support.4
During the Middle Ages, pro bono practice appeared
in a form that is more recognizable today. During this
period, professional lawyers emerged and began to
define themselves as a profession. 5 Initially, Christian men
provided free legal services, often referred to as pro deo
(for God),6 as pious work in spontaneous acts of charity.
Over time this evolved into the Church providing more
organized forms of assistance. The first was in the form
of the advocatus pauperum deputatus et stipendiatus, an
official employed by the Church and paid to represent
the poor in ecclesiastical courts.7 This institution spread
both to the secular courts of France and to the free
communes of Italy.8 A second practice encouraged by the
Church was to instruct magistrates to waive the court
fees of the poor and sometimes to appoint a private
lawyer to represent them free of charge (acting for God).
This practice was documented in France, England, Italy,
and Germany.9
In the 13th century, there was shift in thinking about
free legal assistance from a religious duty to a civic or
professional duty. For the first time, the legal profession

in Europe began to undertake organized, rather than
sporadic, pro bono practice. In Modena, for example,
this responsibility shifted from the clergy to the city’s
legal guild.10 Pro bono practice was conceived then, as
it often is now, as a charitable duty and perhaps even
as a mark of chivalry or honor of the legal profession.11
In the words of one commentator, “Medieval lawyers
regarded it as one mark of their superiority to other
craftsmen that they furnished their specialized skills to
economically and socially disadvantaged persons without
compensation.”12 For centuries, providing legal assistance
to the needy and impoverished remained an “honorable
duty of the European legal profession.”13
B. P
 ro Bono Practice Takes Root in
Europe
During the 19th and early 20 th century, organized pro
bono practice began to take root across much of
Europe, thanks to private lawyers who collaborated
with universities, local municipalities, civil society
organizations, trade unions, political parties, and the
Church to address the problem of unmet legal need,
sometimes in remarkably ambitious initiatives.
For example, in 1885, the Danish Bar Association
established the Retshjaelp in Copenhagen, which provided
legal services to the poor by volunteer private lawyers
and student clerks.14 With a small budget and just one
paid staff member, it received about 15,000 applications
a year and processed 5,000 of these. The Retshjaelp was
eventually taken over by the Society of Students, based
at the University of Copenhagen, and by 1927, similar
organizations had been established in several provincial
towns across Denmark.15
In 1900, in Scotland, a private lawyer founded the “Legal
Dispensary” at the law school of Edinburgh, providing
free legal advice to anyone with an income of no more
than £12 per month (approximately £700 per month at
2005 rates) and aimed to avoid litigation by resolving
disputes early.16 The Dispensary handled around 1,500
consultations per year by 1915 and nearly 4,000 by
1939.17 Interestingly, the Dispensary was staffed largely
by women, with student volunteers passing through and
around 30 qualified lawyers supervising. Although they
were able to study law and obtain law degrees, women
were not yet permitted to practice.18 The Dispensary
recognized the value of these educated and skilled
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women and actively recruited them to join its ranks.19 A
similar organization was established at the University of
Glasgow.20
Another similar institution was the municipal legal aid
bureau. Documented in Poland, Germany, Switzerland,
the Netherlands, Finland, Estonia, Norway, and Sweden,
this municipal institution involved the private legal
profession to maintain legal aid offices that provided free
legal advice to the poor.21 In Gothenburg, Sweden, the
so-called “Poor Man’s Advocate” system was established
in 1872.22 Each municipality appointed a private lawyer,
on a part-time basis, and within a few decades, nearly
every major Swedish city had adopted the system.23The
Swedish offices were ultimately taken over by the
Swedish state in 1919 to become state-sponsored legal
aid bureaus.24
Meanwhile, in Danzig (modern-day Gdańsk, Poland),
a “Legal Information Bureau” was established by the
municipal authorities in 1908. The Bureau provided free
legal advice and assistance in preparing legal documents
to poor people in the municipality. The Bureau was
run by both official and unofficial staff (most likely legal
volunteers or perhaps students).25 The municipality of
Warsaw also established a “legal consultation” bureau
in 1915, and the Polish Minister of Interior even issued
a circular in 1919 requesting all municipal councils to
set aside funds in their budgets to establish their own
legal consultation bureau, each to be staffed by a private
lawyer under contract with the bureau.26
In Germany, before the turn of the century, trade
unions set up legal aid bureaus for workers to provide
advice on accident insurance and social welfare law.
Churches followed suit, setting up their own legal aid
bureaus, and a statistical report from 1912 recorded
some 916 legal advice bureaus of which around half were
maintained by trade unions, 145 by church organizations,
119 by local municipalities, and 93 by women’s legal aid
organizations.27 Collectively, they provided advice to 1.8
million citizens.28 Similarly by 1926 in Austria, there were
nearly 90 unions providing free, though limited, legal
advice to their members across the country, of which
around 20 were Christian unions.29 Similar practices
by trade unions were documented in Czechoslovakia,
Danzig and greater Poland, and Hungary, where either
trade unions, churches, and even one tenant association
in Latvia, provided legal aid.30 It is likely that such
organizations were pervasive across much of Europe.
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One final, notable example comes from Romania, where
in 1927, the national bar association required each of
its local branches to run a free legal assistance bureau
staffed with salaried lawyers and volunteer private
lawyers.31 Where a private lawyer was requested to
act on a pro bono basis for a client by the bureau,
compliance was compulsory (including for assistance
with litigation). Meetings among bureau staff and
volunteers where to be held daily at least twice a week.
Persons winning monetary sums as a consequence of
litigation engaged in by the bureau would be required
to compensate the bureau after the fact. Senior lawyers
were to be assigned to legal aid matters that were of
particular importance and, most remarkable, a sum was
to be set aside by the national bar and distributed as a
form of bonus to private lawyers “who distinguish[ed]
themselves in legal-aid work.”32 Somewhat similarly, in
France the national bar established its own network of
legal aid bureaus in Paris and the provinces.33 Similar
arrangements were also in place in Latvia, Poland, and
Hungary.34
C. Toward State-Sponsored Legal Aid
In both Eastern and Western Europe in the early 20 th
century, legal aid and access to justice came to be viewed
as a political or social right that should be guaranteed
by the state. As a result, the idea that legal aid was a
charitable duty of the profession receded. Legal aid
was becoming a professional practice area for certain
specialized lawyers who, as part of the state-sponsored
system, would be remunerated for their work. Some of
the first European countries to move in this direction
were Sweden and Germany. As early as 1919, the Swedish
government “nationalized” the municipal Poor Man’s
Advocate offices that had been set up independently
by private lawyers and municipal authorities 50 years
earlier.35 Now the state would finance poor persons’
litigation fees and subsidize a national network of legal
aid bureaus.36 Meanwhile, in Germany, a 1923 law
’allowed German lawyers acting for the poor to recover
their full fees from the state (although the amount was
subsequently capped, and then reduced).37 Lawyers were
to be appointed at the discretion of the court and, once
appointed, obliged to take instructions and permitted to
claim their fees and disbursements from the state up to
the capped amount.38

D. The State-Sponsored System in
Western Europe
During the post-war period, a larger number of European
countries began experimenting with state-subsidized
legal aid systems. In Britain, the Legal Aid and Advice
Act was passed in 1949. In contrast to the German and
Swedish systems, qualifying legal aid candidates in this
system were able to select their own lawyer from a
range of private practitioners, allowing for competition
between lawyers for legal aid cases. 39 The selected
lawyers would then be compensated by the state. The
Netherlands followed a similar path in 1957, when it
passed legislation to establish a state subsidy for legal
aid provided to persons of low income.40 In France, a
new law was introduced in 1972 replacing the charitable
system, which relied on the pro bono services of private
lawyers and had been in place since 1851.41 The French
law was largely modeled after the British 1949 law
but would only subsidize lawyers for their expenses,
rather than reimbursing their fees.42 There were similar
developments in Austria and the Republic of Ireland,
and by the end of the 1970s, a consensus had emerged
in Western Europe that the state had a role to play in
sponsoring systems of legal aid for the poor.
E. The Rise and Fall of the Soviet
System
A different path was taken in Central and Eastern
Europe. Between the 1940s and the 1980s, during varying
periods of socialist rule across the region, law came to be
understood as a tool for achieving socialist policy and so
lawyers were viewed as public servants carrying out their
duties for the benefit of the public at large. It has been
suggested that on the one hand that “there [was] no
comprehensive Soviet program of legal aid,” and on the
other hand, “the entire Soviet legal system constitute[d]
a system of legal aid.”43 Soviet law did not create a
specific or separate legal aid system, because legal
assistance was remarkably affordable to begin with, and
any person requiring legal services could go to the office
of a “lawyers’ collective” where fees, as insignificant
as they were, could be forgiven.44 Also, the litigation
process was considerably simplified, such that in many
cases applicants would be able to represent themselves,
with the major workload falling to the inquisitorial judge
rather than the lawyers.

The collapse of the Soviet Union brought about a
crisis in the legal profession and legal aid in the former
Communist states. New Western-style constitutions
codified the right of equal access to justice and the right
to legal representation in judicial and administrative
proceedings,45 but beyond certain situations in the
context of criminal defense and some civil cases, there
were no positive obligations placed on the state to fund
or institutionalize legal aid. The national bar organizations
were left with the challenge of unmet legal need.
However, they were in a weakened condition, because
the state had long provided social services.46 Moreover,
because governments were strapped, resources were
scarce, the population was poor, and legal services
were not a priority,47 private lawyers were increasingly
attracted by lucrative opportunities in corporate and
commercial law that came with the embrace of market
economies, privatization, and the influx of foreign
firms.48 Few private lawyers therefore undertook pro
bono or public service work and often derived little
satisfaction from such work, particularly where there
was a mandatory requirement.49 Often, pro bono work
was reserved (sometimes explicitly, as in Romania) for
younger and more inexperienced lawyers. 50 All of this
created organized pro bono systems that produced very
low standards of service provision for poor clients. 51
However, challenges to this status quo and reform
efforts across the region, pushing for the introduction of
government-subsidized legal aid systems, modeled on the
Western systems, commenced at the end of the 1990s
and during the early 2000s. Thanks in part to significant
investment by the Ford Foundation, the Open Society
Foundations, and the work of organizations like PILnet,
INTERIGHTS, and the Bulgarian and Polish Helsinki
Foundations, legislation establishing state-sponsored
civil legal aid systems was passed in quick succession
in Hungary (2003), Slovakia (2005), Lithuania (2005),
Latvia (2006), Bulgaria (2006), Georgia (2007), Moldova
(2007), Russia and Ukraine (2011). 52 Consequently, by the
beginning of the 2010’s, state-subsidized and sometimes
even state-organized legal aid systems had been
established across much of Central and Eastern Europe,
mirroring the systems in place across Western Europe.
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II. Re-Emergence of
Pro Bono
During the 20 th century, a principle had emerged
in Western Europe that the state was obliged to
“affirmatively and effectively guarantee the right of all to
competent legal assistance,”53 and by the beginning of the
21st century, most European countries had taken steps to
realize this principle by providing some variant of what
has been called the “judicare” model of legal aid. 54 As a
result of that process, legal aid became the responsibility
of specialized lawyers paid by the state, while private
lawyers in Europe no longer considered charitable legal
aid their professional duty.

of justice for individuals increased with the introduction
of VAT on lawyers’ fees and/or the raising of court
costs.62
Though budget cuts and austerity measures are often
cited as the main reason for the emergence of organized
pro bono in Europe at the end of the 20 th century,
the picture is more complicated. First, most of those
measures post-date the emergence of organized pro
bono practice in continental Europe. Second, organized
pro bono practice in Europe is overwhelmingly (over 80%
on average)63 targeted at NGOs, which do not typically
qualify for legal aid anyway; and indeed, that targeting
has been intentional so as to not infringe on the mandate
of extant state-sponsored legal aid schemes across
Europe. Third, it is not clear that the decline in legal
aid has affected all parts of Europe equally, particularly
in Central and Eastern Europe, where legal aid budgets
were significantly lower to begin with. Ultimately,
declining legal aid budgets, although a contributing factor
in some jurisdictions, has not been the central reason
for the re-birth (or more accurately, re-imagination) of
organized professional pro bono practice in Europe.

Nonetheless, there were some exceptions to this rule.
For example, in Poland and Belgium, truly organized
state-subsidized systems of legal aid have never fully
materialized, and the legal aid system remains largely
dependent on the goodwill and administration of
the national and local bars and the courts. 55 Beyond
these outliers, there were also counter trends. For
example, there are records of other models of pro
bono or “low bono” practice—outside of the state—
taking off in the late 1960s and early 1970s across the
continent. These include the student led “law shop”
(recthswinkel/wetswinkel/boutique de droit) movements in
the Netherlands and Belgium and the “law bus” (juss bus)
movement in Norway—all of which involved lawyers
and law students in providing free legal assistance to the
needy. 56 Or, there was the “law centre movement” in the
United Kingdom, 57 which saw an estimated 3,300 lawyers
collaborating with community workers to provide heavily
discounted legal assistance to persons who were not
otherwise being serviced by the profession. 58

One central factor in the re-emergence of pro bono
in Europe has been the institutionalization of pro bono
practice in many large US and UK (London-based) law
firms.

But it was not until the 1990s that pro bono legal
practice in Europe, fully independent of the state,
seriously re-emerged. 59 Several factors contributed to
this trend. The first was the decline of state-sponsored
legal aid in this period. Throughout the 1990s and 2000s,
several state-funded legal aid schemes across Europe
entered a period of decline when states began to reduce
budgets for legal aid systems and tighten eligibility criteria
that restricted access to those legal services available.60
This happened not only in the Netherlands, Sweden, and
England (the European countries that have historically
had the highest legal aid budgets per capita)61 but also,
and often as a result of austerity, in Belgium, Greece,
Ireland, Cyprus, and even Germany. In addition, in many
jurisdictions, including Spain, Portugal, and Italy, the cost

In the United States, pro bono work has historically been
characterized by acts of charity provided sporadically
by individual lawyers.64 Arguably, widespread organized
pro bono practice did not emerge until the 1960s65 as a
result of the US “public interest law movement.” 66 That
movement inspired law students across the country to
take up public interest law. So-called public interest law
firms67 began to attract the best students, thus reducing
the talent pool available to large commercial law firms.68
Commercial law firms recognized this trend69 and
responded by establishing pro bono programs (replete
with managers, committees, and policies) to attract top
law graduates. By 1973, at least 24 large US law firms
had formalized pro bono programs, 70 and some, such
as Hogan & Hartson, had even established entire public
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A. The Institutionalization of Pro
Bono in the United States and
London

interest law departments with several full-time staff
dedicated to pro bono work.71 The 1960s and 1970s, with
their spirit of civic action, were seen as a pinnacle for US
pro bono.
However, the 1980s to early 1990s saw pro bono decline
as firms engaged in rapid economic expansion and
growth.72 Nonetheless, it was during this period, in 1983,
that the American Bar Association adopted a pro bono
rule applicable to all US lawyers, which stipulated that:
“a lawyer should render public interest legal service by
providing professional services at no fee or a reduced
fee to persons of limited means or to public service or
charitable groups or organizations.”73 In 1993, this rule
was revised to include an aspirational target that every
US lawyer should provide at least 50 hours of pro bono
per year.74 In the meantime, the US federal government
was cutting funding for legal aid and encouraging
organized civil society and citizen volunteerism to pick
up the slack.75 With renewed interest in the legacy of the
1960s public interest law and civil rights movements, law
graduates demonstrated a particular interest in social
justice. In response, large US law firms who were in

need of increased numbers of recruits to support their
growing business needs established pro bono programs
to lure top graduates.76 Meanwhile, purpose-built civil
society organizations (e.g., the Pro Bono Institute
established in 1996) grew naturally out of this context
to serve the firms by connecting them and their young
lawyers with NGOs and individuals in need of free legal
services.77 Finally, the legal press (The American Lawyer
in particular) began to monitor and report on pro bono
practice at the top 200 law firms.78 The use of pro
bono ranking tables (measuring law firm and lawyer
commitment) both legitimized the efforts of internal
advocates pushing for an expansion of pro bono efforts
within their respective firms and encouraged firms to
adopt more ambitious pro bono programs and set higher
pro bono targets.79
This combination of trends had effectively transformed
US pro bono into a highly organized and sophisticated
practice with most top law firms featuring in-house pro
bono management structures by the early 2000s. The
tables below chart the growth of pro bono practice
among the top 100 US law firms from the 1990s up
to 2008.

Chart 180
Average Hours of Pro Bono Per Lawyer: Top 100 US Firms
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Chart 281
Total Pro Bono Hours: Top 200 US Firms
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The institutionalization of pro bono in the United
Kingdom was more gradual. By the 1980s, the spirit of
social justice that had underpinned the UK’s law centre
movement had dried up within the profession. The legal
profession, especially the largest firms, were reluctant
to embrace the pro bono ethos throughout the 1980s,
in part because of the zeitgeist of the United Kingdom
under Thatcherism and also in part because of the
existence of the state-sponsored legal aid system.
Yet criticism of the profession’s neglect of public
service began to mount,82 and several serious efforts
were made at establishing pro bono infrastructure. In
1992, the Law Society established a Pro Bono Working
Party and held a conference on pro bono in 1993, but
the conference revealed a lack of appetite within the
profession to engage in pro bono and a shared belief
that the profession could better invest in lobbying the
government for more legal aid.83 Then there was an
attempt to introduce a rule equivalent to the ABA pro
bono rule in the United States but that failed, as did a
proposal to have large firms contribute interest on client
accounts to a pro bono fund.84 In 1996, the Labour Party
threatened legislation to force mandatory pro bono.85
However, this never transpired and by 1998, a survey
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into the pro bono practice of the top 120 British firms
concluded that, “the vast majority of firms are at best
apathetic, at worst dismissive.”86
Nevertheless, some small progress was made between
1996 and 2000. It began with the founding in 1996 of the
Solicitors Pro Bono Group (SPBG, now “Law Works”)
by Andrew Phillips.87 SPBG was established to unite and
centralize the pro bono efforts of lawyers across England
and Wales. Its membership grew rapidly and by 2000, it
included 130 firms and 40% of the top fifty firms.88 Some
top British law firms began to appoint full-time pro bono
managers and directors and implement pro bono policies,
and by 1999 there were six firms that maintained
full-time pro bono personnel.89 It has been suggested
that the cause of this progress was two-fold. First, the
corporate volunteering ethos, which was booming in
the United States, found its way to the United Kingdom.
A second and related development was that corporate
clients of large law firms began to embrace the pro
bono spirit; in 1999 British Aerospace adopted a policy
requiring law firms to undertake pro bono work or face
being dropped from their panel of legal advisors.90 The
evidence suggests that various other corporate clients
began to follow suit.91

The progress achieved in the late 1990s and early 2000s led to the gradual institutionalization of pro bono practice
in large commercial law firms in England. By 2012, 45% of lawyers at firms with over 81 partners were engaging in
pro bono practice.92 In firms with 26 or more partners, 57% of lawyers in were engaged in pro bono work in 2007
(although it dropped again to 41% in 2012) . Even in 2009, in the midst of the financial crisis, large city firms like
Linklaters and Clifford Chance were reporting growing rates of pro bono.93
To sum up, by the late 2000s, pro bono practice had been significantly institutionalized in the top 100 American firms
and certainly in the top 10 or so English firms.94
B. The Mega Law Firm and the Global Law Firm
Another factor contributing to the re-emergence of profession-led organized pro bono practice in Europe in the last
two decades or so is the fact that between 1950 and 2000, US and UK firms have experienced tremendous growth
and international expansion. In the United States, the 50 largest firms in 1950 had an average of only 49 lawyers.95 By
2001, the average size of the American Lawyer top 100 firms was 621 lawyers.96 Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom, until
1967 a law limited law firms to having no more than 20 partners.97 Once the restriction was removed, they expanded
relatively quickly, and by 1997, there was an average of nearly 200 lawyers among the top 20 firms, a number much
smaller than those at the top US firms. Still, the largest UK firms rivaled the US firms in size. For example, Clifford
Chance, had 708 lawyers in 1997.98
The late 1980s into the early 2000s also saw major international expansion among large US and UK law firms. Across
seven firms shown in Table 1, there has been an average of over 400% increase in the number of foreign offices
between 1987 and 2002.
Table 1. Number of Staff and Foreign Offices of Large Law Firms99
Firm

Number of Staff

Number of Foreign Offices

1987

2002

% change

1987

2002

% change

Baker & MacKenzie

1,070

3,762

+252

30

68

+127

Clifford Chance

803

3,180

+296

12

33

+175

Jones Day

933

1,735

+86

5

29

+480

Shearman & Sterling

517

1,027

+99

4

18

+350

Freshfields

351

1,604

+357

4

28

+600

Sidley & Austin

689

1,278

+85

3

8

+167

Skadden & Arps

852

1,680

+97

2

22

+1,000

Much of the internationalization of the law firms occurred in Europe. Of the top twenty cities where large law firms
maintained offices, twelve were in Europe.
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Table 2. Locations of Large Law Firms’ International Offices100
Rank

City

#1

London

#3

Frankfurt

#6

Brussels

#7

Paris

#10

Moscow

#11

Amsterdam

#12

Berlin

#13

Budapest

#14

Prague

#17

Munich

#18

Dusseldorf

#20

Milan

By the early 2000s, therefore, US and UK law firms had a significant European footprint that was prime for the
development of a pro bono movement.
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III. Toward a Culture of
Pro Bono in Europe
As US and UK law firms expanded globally, they sought
to take their newly institutionalized pro bono practices
with them. In the words of Suzie Turner, partner and
chair of Dechert’s firm-wide pro bono practice, in 2012,
“Our commitment to pro bono is global in nature . .
. one firm, one commitment, one policy.”101 In 2015,
she put it another way: “There is legal need in all
jurisdictions, so to require pro bono in the US but not
in Kazakhstan does not hold water.”102 As the US firms
began to encourage lawyers in their foreign offices to
uphold the pro bono commitments established in the
United States, British firms joined in that trend.
Yet the European legal community resisted the
development of a pro bono culture, mainly because of
established state-sponsored legal aid systems. There
was opposition to pro bono from the European bars,
there were legal and regulatory barriers, and there was
little “pro bono infrastructure.” That was markedly
different from the United States, where civil society
organizations operated as “feeder organizations” and/or
“clearinghouses,” connecting law firms with individuals
and civil society actors in need of free legal services.103
There was, according to Turner, “[an] absence of
infrastructure and an absence of NGO culture that was
looking for and trusting pro bono.”104 In short, there
were no “pro bono NGOs.”105 Such NGOs not only
operate as clearinghouses, mediating between clients
and law firms and feeding pro bono opportunities to the
firms, they also advocate for the institutionalization of
pro bono by nudging bar associations and the state to
promote and support the development of pro bono by
changing the regulatory and legal environment. They also
broadly promote pro bono culture among lawyers and
among civil society, thus building up capacity. Fortunately,
this need would soon be responded to by a host of
European organizations, with PILnet at the forefront.
A. The Role of PILnet
PILnet (originally called the Public Interest Law Initiative
in Transitional Societies) was founded in August 1997,
in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet system, with
seed funding of $400,000 from the Ford Foundation
“to promote public interest law in Russia and Eastern
Europe.”106 At the time, there was a great deal of activity
and energy within civil society in the region to rebuild

countries using law as an instrument for the common
good. In that environment, PILnet founder Ed Rekosh and
his staff established PILnet as the central resource and
actor for public interest law in the region by providing
a supportive framework for progressive developments
within legal education, the professional bar, the state, and
civil society. During its early years, PILnet promoted and
contributed to the establishment of university law clinics
(over 70 by 2003);107 initiated a process of legislative
reform in relation to legal aid and access to justice
in multiple jurisdictions;108 and promoted the use of
international and regional human rights mechanisms and
the use of impact litigation strategies by civil society.
However, by 2001, many of the US funders that had
poured into the region (e.g., Ford Foundation, USAID,
Mott Foundation, German Marshall Fund, and the
American Bar Association) were beginning to pull out.
The Ford Foundation, which had provided PILnet with
40% of its funding between 1997 and 2001, had launched
an exit strategy and was tying off all of its grants. Civil
society organizations, many of which had received
extensive support and mentoring through PILnet, were
seeing their funding cut and were facing an uncertain
long-term future.109 Accordingly, PILnet sought new
ways of channeling resources into the promotion and
support of public interest law in Central and Eastern
Europe. Rekosh had had personal experience with
pro bono work at the New York law firm Coudert
Brothers, where in 1988 as an associate, he had worked
for organizations like Human Rights Watch, Lawyers
Committee for Human Rights and the International
League for Human Rights.110 So when in 2001, Rekosh
was invited to a conference in London for the Solicitors
Pro Bono Group (SPBG),111 he attended willingly and with
a specific interest in pro bono in the European context.
However, he recalls that, sitting on a panel entitled
“Pro Bono Across the Channel,” virtually no lawyers
from continental Europe were in attendance, and so,
at the time, Rekosh doubted whether pro bono could
be successful in the continental European context.112
However, soon enough, pro bono began to “look like
one part of the answer for long-term sustainability” of
PILnet’s work to develop public interest law in Europe.113
In the words of Rekosh, “I was interested in pro bono
because I could see some long-term potential to build
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a sustainable base [for all of the work that PILnet had
done] over the prior 10 years or so, [and] it would add
resources to meet the legal needs of civil society.”114
PILnet was well situated to play a role in building a pro
bono culture because of the connections, capacity, and
knowledge it had built in its early years. By the early-tomid 2000s, PILnet had developed a person-to-person
network of hundreds of civil society organizations
spanning Central and Eastern Europe. It had worked
closely with those organizations providing them skills
training and had therefore become intimately acquainted
with their outstanding legal needs. PILnet had a good
understanding of which social and political issues were
the most pressing, which public interest law strategies
were likely to be successful, and which organizations
and individuals had the greatest appreciation for public
interest law. PILnet had also built relationships with the
legal bars, law schools, judiciaries, and justice ministries
of most Central and Eastern European countries. Most
important, the organization had cultivated a catalytic
approach to sustainable progressive transformation by
building up local champions rather than being the central
change-maker itself.
1.	Introducing Pro Bono Practice in Hungary
In 2005, PILnet launched the Central and Eastern
European Pro Bono Initiative, which sought to “establish
pro bono practice on a clear, institutionalized basis
in Central Europe.”115 The initiative focused primarily
on Hungary and intended to (1) identify the pro bono
needs of NGOs working in Hungary; (2) establish a
clearinghouse to connect Hungarian firms and lawyers
with NGOs and enable them to do more pro bono
work; (3) organize discussions with the Budapest bar;
and (4) organize an international conference on pro bono
in Budapest.116
PILnet had learned from a prior failed Polish experiment
with pro bono117 that, for the initiative to work,
they would need support from within the law firms
themselves. There were around eight large international
law firms with offices in Hungary at the time (including
Clifford Chance, White & Case, Linklaters, and Allen
& Overy). To engage them, PILnet secured high-level
pro bono assistance from Michael Cheroutes, a retiring
infrastructure finance lawyer from Hogan & Hartson
(now Hogan Lovells), who came to work at PILnet’s
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Budapest offices for several months to help it open
the door to some of the large international firms in
Budapest and more broadly in the region, to help
design a governance structure and strategy for the
initiative, and to help design and launch a Hungarian
clearinghouse. Cheroutes helped PILnet persuade 10 law
firms to appoint Budapest-based pro bono coordinators
from among their legal staff to constitute a “Pro Bono
Coordinator Committee.”118 PILnet then capitalized
on the involvement of law firms to attract resources
to fund its activities. By summer 2006, PILnet secured
commitments of around $10,000 from four of the large
international firms based in Budapest.119 (As confidence
in PILnet grew over the years, the gross annual donations
from law firms would grow to over $500,000 by 2014.120)
At the same time, PILnet staff ensured that local actors
viewed the project not as an American imposition but as
a practice rooted in the heritage of the Hungarian legal
profession, as evidenced by research showing charitable
lawyering examples in Hungary as far back as the turn of
the century.121
In 2006, PILnet made another breakthrough when
it convinced nine firms to endorse a “Pro Bono
Declaration” to commit to the idea that it was an
“ethical responsibility to ensure that all members of the
Hungarian society are provided with legal services.”122
PILnet would later use this template across the rest of
Europe.123
PILnet then leveraged its relationships with civil society
contacts to identify suitable legal projects, and Cheroutes
helped to make the projects attractive for international
law firms.124 Finally, PILnet secured institutional
support from all the firms by engaging their pro bono
departments directly in New York and Washington,
DC.125 PILnet officially launched its first clearinghouse
in Hungary on 15 December 2006. The first projects
that flowed through the Hungarian clearinghouse were
a Polish Constitutional Court Claim for the Helsinki
Foundation for Human Rights, comparative legal research
on deportation policies for Human Rights Watch,
comparative legal research on homelessness issues for
the National Law Centre on Homelessness and Poverty,
and research on anti-discrimination and equality law,
for PILnet itself.126 The early firms to get involved in the
clearinghouse projects were Dechert, DLA Piper, Sidley
Austin, Sullivan & Cromwell, and O’Melveny & Myers.127

2. Expanding Pro Bono Practice Across Europe
Having identified a model that worked, PILnet replicated its success in Hungary by launching a Global Clearinghouse
later in 2006 and—with assistance from USAID, International Senior Lawyers Project (ISLP), and a few key law firms
(notably, White & Case)—a Russia Clearinghouse in 2007. With these projects, pro bono practice across Europe grew
quickly, as evidenced by the following charts.
Chart 3. 128
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Law Firms Participating in PILnet’s Global, Hungary, and Russia Clearinghouses
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Chart 5. 130
NGOs Served By PILnet’s Clearinghouses
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PILnet has also expanded the reach of its services. The chart below illustrates that the clearinghouses, which were initially
focused primarily on Central and Eastern Europe, had begun to serve (through the Global Clearinghouse) more and more
Western European NGOs (which represented around 20% of all NGOs across all three clearinghouses in 2014).
Chart 6.
NGOs Served, by Location, by PILnet’s Clearinghouses
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The total number of pro bono hours recorded across
PILnet’s clearinghouses in 2013 was nearly 10,000.131 By
comparison, New York Lawyers for the Public Interest,
a New York–based NGO founded in 1976 that runs a
clearinghouse for lawyers based in New York, recorded
16,000 hours in the same period, working with a
comparable number of law firms as PILnet (around 90).132
3.	Developing a Culture of Pro Bono Across
Europe
Around this time, advocates used a number of strategies
to continue to develop and expand the culture of pro
bono across Europe.
a. Pro Bono Roundtables
In 2005, several pro bono directors at large US law
firms piloted one important strategy for promoting
pro bono in Europe: “pro bono roundtables.” Pro bono
roundtables essentially involved getting a number of
prominent lawyers from leading firms in a relevant
jurisdiction to literally sit around a table and discuss the
viability and desirability of expanding pro bono practice
in their country.
Suzie Turner at Dechert, an American, had been involved
in pro bono work in the United States since 1987 and
had worked in Europe as a consultant at the wellknown British public interest law NGO Interights (now
defunct) in 1999. Turner had been involved in organizing
roundtables in the United States for many years already.
This was “strict community organizing,” Turner said.
“You get people to move in a certain kind of direction;
you try to convene and bring them together.”133
Turner, together with British lawyers Felicity Kirk at
White & Case and Florence Brocklesby at Debevoise &
Plimpton, convened a pro bono roundtable at Dechert’s
offices in Munich in late 2006. Turner recalls, “It was
one of those things where we didn’t know if anyone was
going to show up, and we were pleasantly surprised that
people were really engaged.”134 The successful Munich
roundtable was followed up by three more in Paris,
Brussels, and Frankfurt in 2007.135
Arguably, the most successful of these early efforts were
the Munich and Frankfurt roundtables. At the time,
providing free legal advice was prohibited in Germany by
legal ethics law (although, German lawyers nevertheless
historically provided charitable legal services on an ad
hoc and “don’t ask, don’t tell basis”).136 The roundtables

resulted in meetings between international law firms
based in Germany and the Munich and Frankfurt Bar
Associations to come to a compromise about providing
free legal advice.137 While waiting for a decision about
their ability to act in domestic pro bono matters, an
agreement was reached that German lawyers could assist
non-profit clients abroad (as this would not contravene
the rules). For example, lawyers at Debevoise & Plimpton
became involved in representing Holocaust survivors in
New York who required German law expertise in the
context of US proceedings.138
The German roundtables also resulted in the
publication, in 2008, of an influential article,
“Rechtsberatung pro bono publico in Deutschland – eine
Bestandsaufnahme,”139 which argued that the prohibition
on free legal services was intended primarily to tackle
price dumping, whereas pro bono services existed
outside of any system of price competition and were
provided only to clients, such as non-profits, who would
otherwise receive no legal services at all (even if lawyers
were to lower their prices). Accordingly, they concluded
that applying the prohibition on free legal services to pro
bono work could not be justified.140 The publication of
this article put the firms at ease and paved the way for
growing pro bono practice among international law firms
in Germany.141
The roundtables (along with the European Pro Bono
Forum, to be discussed below) eventually led, in
2011, to the founding of “Pro Bono Deutschland” (an
association of around 50 major law firms with a presence
in Germany), which has a mandate to “achieve greater
recognition and a more widespread implementation of
the concept of pro bono legal advice among lawyers” in
Germany.142 Similarly, the Paris roundtables contributed
to the formation in 2009 of the Alliance des Avocats
pour les Droits de l’Homme (Lawyers’ Alliance for
Human Rights). The Alliance was set up in collaboration
with the Paris Bar and has a mandate to engage lawyers
in providing free legal assistance in support of human
rights causes.
Both Turner and Kirk were sensitive to the local
contexts and the importance of identifying local pro
bono champions to take ownership of the processes
that they initiated. In the words of Kirk: “We hoped that
out of the gatherings would come somebody who would
take on the local management of that group. . . . It was
definitely led by the local firm representatives. . . . It
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never occurred to me that you would do it any other
way. . . . I was quite sensitive to things not being
imposed.”143 Turner put it simply: “When the meetings
started taking place in German instead of English, we
knew we had done our job.”144
b.	New Pro Bono Clearinghouses
The roundtable experiments also led to the creation
of new clearinghouses. For example, PILnet, which had
been involved in the roundtables since the second one
was held in Paris in 2007, began to use the format with
success to launch new domestic clearinghouses across
Europe. PILnet began by returning to Poland, where it
had failed to launch a clearinghouse in 2004.145 In June
2007, together with the Polish Legal Clinics Foundation,
the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights, and Ashoka,
PILnet co-organized a roundtable discussion at the Polish
Constitutional Tribunal.146 This time, the law firms and
their lawyers showed up in numbers and, what’s more,
the president of the Polish Constitutional Tribunal and
the head of the Polish Bar Association also attended
the event.147 The event resulted in the signing of a Polish
pro bono declaration and directly led to the launch of a
Polish clearinghouse (Centrum PRO BONO), which has
continued to operate until this day.148
This was followed by a Czech pro bono roundtable
in March 2008, the signing of a Czech pro bono
declaration, and the launch of a Czech clearinghouse
(Pro Bono Centrum).149A Slovenian clearinghouse

was also established in 2008, an Irish clearinghouse
in 2009, a Slovakian clearinghouse in 2011, a
Romanian clearinghouse in 2012, and Dutch and
Italian clearinghouses in 2015.150 In 2012, 20 domestic
clearinghouse representatives took the decision,
following a discussion at PILnet’s 2012 European Pro
Bono forum in Madrid, to form the “European Pro
Bono Alliance” to support and promote the work of its
clearinghouse members and to strengthen, champion,
and inform the European pro bono movement.151 All of
these clearinghouses have been largely successful thus far,
although compromises have sometimes been necessary
to secure the support of local bar associations. For
example, the Czech and Italian pro bono declarations
explicitly exclude individual client work from their
definitions of actionable pro bono work.152
In the clearinghouses’ developmental stage, PILnet also
played a role. For example, PILnet: (1) actively instigated
the setting up of a clearinghouse, as with the Civil Society
Development Foundation in Romania; (2) ensured that
clearinghouses receive sufficient funding from law firm
donors, as with Proboneo in Germany and Pro Bono
Connect in the Netherlands; (3 ) helped clearinghouses
better connect to law firms through its pro bono forums,
as with AADH in France; (4) helped clearinghouses to build
support and momentum domestically, as in Poland and the
Czech Republic; and (5) shared its manuals (sometimes coauthored with other international clearinghouses) related
to how to develop a clearinghouse and how to develop an
in-house pro bono program.

Map 1. Locations of European Pro Bono Clearinghouses
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The proliferation of domestic “sister” clearinghouses in
Europe, inspired and mentored by PILnet, has paralleled
the emergence of new global clearinghouses (connecting
law firms with NGOs all over the world) such as A4ID,
TrustLaw, the Vance Center, and i-Pro bono.
c. European Pro Bono Forums
The European Pro Bono Forum, held annually since 2007,
is another successful strategy that brought advocates
together and helped to develop a pro bono culture
across Europe over the last 10 years. The idea for the
forum was on PILnet’s agenda since early 2006, and
was advanced by PILnet staff (especially Ed Rekosh and
Atanas Politov), as well as by Michael Cheroutes, Suzie
Turner, Felicity Kirk, Miriam Buhl (Pro Bono Counsel at
Weil, Gotshal & Manges), Patricia Brannan (partner at
Hogan & Hartson), and Manfred Gabriel (senior associate
at Latham & Watkins).153
The idea was to provide both a forum for connecting
law firms and NGOs throughout Europe and a support
network for European lawyers trying to set up law firm
pro bono programs. The first forum in Budapest in 2007
attracted 122 participants from 20 countries, including
62 lawyers and 60 NGO representatives.154 Among
the speakers was Andrew Phillips (now Lord Phillips of
Sudbury), who had set up the Law Society Pro Bono
Working Party in England back in 1992, and the forum
brochure even contained a foreword from the thenpresident of Hungary László Sólyom, noting that it was of
“pivotal importance to eliminate disparities in accessing
the goods of the legal system” and that “even if this task
is eminently the domain of the state, lawyers in general
bear responsibility for promoting justice by protecting
the rights of the individuals.”155 This concession, that the
legal profession bore some responsibility with respect to
access to justice, was an enormous coup for PILnet given
the legal culture across Europe that had fiercely rejected
this position.

The first three forums (2007, 2008, and 2009) all took
place in Budapest and drew increasingly large crowds;
the 2009 forum attracted 150 participants from 32
countries.156 Following the 2009 forum, Turner, who
served on the organizing committee, recommended
the idea, borrowed from the United States, of holding
the forum in a different city each year.157 Accordingly,
the 2010 forum took place in Paris, attracting a recordbreaking 275 participants, including the head of the Paris
Bar as a keynote speaker. Later forums would be held
in Berlin, Madrid, Warsaw, London, and Rome. In each
case, the flurry of pro bono organizing that preceded
the forum was enormously productive and has typically
resulted in law firms in those jurisdictions making
concrete commitments to increase their pro bono
practice. In the words of Kirk, the “traveling model has
been hugely successful [and] works on so many levels;
you can get politicians involved, bar associations, NGOs,
and law firm coordinators.”158 The 2014 London forum
resulted in the signing of the “Collaborative Plan” by
scores of international firms, committing them to an
aspirational pro bono target of 25 hours per lawyer per
year across the firms’ UK offices and requiring them to
“ensur[e] that a proportion of their pro bono work is
directed to promoting access to justice for low income
individuals.”159
The forums have also provided a supportive environment
for local champions from across the continent to meet
and trade stories. In the words of Marieanne McKeown,
PILnet’s director for global pro bono, “Once you have
recruited the local champions, then you can scale up
towards greater impact [by] placing local champions in
a supportive environment of like-minded people and
supportive frameworks.”160
The general progression of events that contributed to
building a pro bono culture in Europe is captured in the
timeline below.
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Toward a Culture of Pro Bono in Europe

PILnet (formerly PILI) founded
as an initiative of Columbia
Law School.

PILnet launches the Central and
Eastern Europe Pro Bono
Initiative, a program aimed at
institutionalising pro bono practice
in CEE

1996/1997

2004/2005

2006

A4ID is established in
response to the 2006
December Tsunami aiming
to engage lawyers in global
poverty relief

The Solicitors Pro Bono
Group (now LawWorks) and
the Bar Pro Bono Unit are
established in the UK

French clearinghouse Alliance
des Advocats pour les
Droits de l’Homme and
Czech clearinghouse Pro Bono
Centrum are launched

Polish clearinghouse Centrum
Pro Bono is launched with
support from PILnet

2008

2007

PILnet hosts the first
European Pro Bono
Forum in Budapest
and launches its Russian
Clearinghouse

PILnet collaborates with the
International Senior Lawyers
Project and Dechert to
launch its Hungarian and Global
Clearinghouses.

Second annual European
Pro Bono Forum in Budapest
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Irish clearinghouse the
Public Interest Law
Alliance is launched

2009

Third annual European
Pro Bono Forum in
Budapest

TrustLaw is launched by
the Thomson Reuters
Foundation aiming to provide
a free international marketplace
for pro bono

The German Pro Bono
Deutschland and Slovak
Clearinghouse Advokati Pro
Bono (Nadacia Points) are
launched

2010

2011

Fourth annual European Pro
Bono Forum in Paris

A Ukranian clearinghouse is
jointly established by the Ukranian
Legal Aid Foundation and Ukranian
Helsinki Union

2013

Seventh annual European
Pro Bono Forum in Warsaw

A Romanian clearinghouse is
launched as a project of the
Civil Society Development
Foundation

2012

Sixth annual European Pro
Bono Forum in Madrid

Fifth annual European Pro
Bono Forum in Berlin

Portuguese clearinghouse PRO
BONO Portugal is launched
as is German Clearinghouse
Proboneo and Romanian
ACTEDO

2014

Dutch Clearinghouse Pro Bono
Connect and EU clearinghouse
The Good Lobby are launched

2015

Eighth annual European Pro
Bono Forum in London

Ninth annual European
Pro Bono Forum in Rome
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IV. Current Conditions of
Pro Bono in Europe
Organized pro bono culture has begun to take root across the continent over the past 20 years, especially in European
capitals and at the offices of international law firms. However, the European pro bono movement is still in an emergent
phase and cannot be said to be fully “institutionalized,” as in the United States or, to a slightly lesser degree, in
Australia.
A. The Amount and Geography of Pro Bono in Europe
Over the past three years, around 14 hours of pro bono work has been conducted per fee earner on average in
continental Europe. This is significantly behind the United States, where the average hours per fee earner are 70+, and
Australia, where the average hours are 40+, but it is on par with Latin America and the Asia Pacific Region.161
Chart 7.162
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However, as evidenced in the table above, the United Kingdom and Belgium (more accurately, London and Brussels,
as pro bono is still very much a capital city—and international law firm—phenomenon) appear to be emerging as
European pro bono hot spots.
While still not quite rivaling their counterparts in the United States, Brussels- and London-based lawyers are
undertaking a significant amount of pro bono work and leading the way in Europe. London is probably at the top
because it has the oldest tradition of pro bono, and it is also the second most popular destination globally for pro bono
professionals (with New York coming first, Washington DC, joint second with London, followed by Chicago third, and
Sydney fourth). As for Brussels, it comes in second probably because of the large NGO presence there. At present,
there are over 500 NGOs with head offices in Belgium, and a Good Lobby survey of 100 of these revealed that over
50% are actively making use of pro bono.163
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Table 3. European Offices of 21 Firms Ranked by Respective Pro Bono Counsel in Order of Highest
Average Engagement with Pro Bono in the Period 2014 to 2016.164
Rank

City

Weighted Score out of 21

1

London

15.50

2

Brussels

14.17

3

Budapest

14.00

4

Warsaw

13.25

5

Paris

12.80

6

Amsterdam

12.67

7

Rome

12.25

8

Munich

12.00

9

Moscow

12.00

10

Madrid

11.75

A survey of 21 pro bono counsel conducted for this report suggests that Budapest may be a third European pro bono
capital. If this is correct, it is likely due to the fact that PILnet is based in Budapest and has operated its Hungarian
clearinghouse from there since 2006.
B. The Architecture of Pro Bono in Europe
Although there is wide variance, law firms are still significantly dependent on clearinghouses for their European pro
bono practices. Multiple interviewees reported making extensive use of clearinghouses to source pro bono matters
for their European offices, particularly those whose European pro bono practices were managed from the United
States rather than from London. In the words of one pro bono partner:
“There are now, thanks in part to PILnet, domestic clearinghouses in France, Germany, Italy, the UK. So in every
country now there is a domestic clearinghouse where lawyers can source work. That has been the biggest impact for
us to significantly expand pro bono internationally.”165
This anecdotal evidence is supported by the survey conducted among 21 firms, which revealed that the firms relied on
clearinghouses, on average, for almost half of their pro bono matters.
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Chart 8. 166
How Pro Bono is Sourced in Europe
(Among 21 International Firms)
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Other indicators, shown in the chart below, capture the degree of institutionalization of pro bono in Europe. For
instance, nearly two-thirds of the 21 law firms surveyed maintained a pro bono policy that was applicable to their
European offices, over half had a pro bono committee that was either based in or responsible for Europe, and just
under half had designated pro bono coordinators in their European offices. However, very few had full-time pro
bono counsel based in their European offices, and just one had a full-time pro bono position dedicated to continental
Europe. However, over half of the surveyed firms linked pro bono to performance reviews in their European offices
and just under half to bonuses. 167
Chart 9.168
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A specific budget
for pro bono
extending to
Europe

Pro bono
opportunities open
to interns

Full time pro bono
counsel based in
Europe

Full time pro bono
employee
dedicated to
continental
Europe

The picture this paints is of weak institutionalization
of pro bono within European offices. What little
institutionalization there is mainly seems to stem from
global pro bono mandates flowing from New York,
Washington, DC, and London. This creates a trickledown
effect, which means that pro bono culture reaches
(continental) Europe but only in drips and drabs. Beyond
the local pro bono coordinators, who are simultaneously
full-time fee earners, there does not appear to be any
motive power forcefully driving pro bono practice within
the continental European offices themselves.
From the perspective of beneficiaries, law firm pro bono
in Europe is currently primarily provided to NGO clients.
Interviews undertaken for this research reveal that most
clearinghouses in Europe (both at the international and
national level) exclusively cater to NGO clients (with a
few exceptions in Romania, Ireland, and Hungary). Also,
the survey of 21 firms conducted for this report found
that 85% of all European pro bono work was carried out
for NGOs,169 and anecdotal reports suggests that is likely
to be representative of European pro bono practice in
general.
Many interviewees suspect that the reason for this is
that it is simply easier for law firms to work for NGOs
and for clearinghouses to source work from them. This
is purportedly due to the fact that NGOs are more

similar to traditional corporate clients and thus easier to
contact and more predictable with a lower risk profile
than individual clients. Crucially, they do not require law
firms to “make that leap from the corporate world to
the community,” as one lawyer put it. In the words of
one clearinghouse employee:
“The first thing the law firms will tell you is that
their biggest fear is to open their doors and be
overwhelmed by clients, by individual people [who
need assistance]. They would never do that. They
would never open their doors and say, ‘Come in, free
legal aid’. . . . They need to be able to measure the
time and money they are investing into each project.
The first thing they will tell you is that we don’t want
to be a legal aid center, we cannot be a legal aid
center.”170
And yet, the survey for this report also revealed that
law clinics (collaborations set up by firms with NGOs or
law schools) providing advice to individual clients were
maintained by 6 of 21 surveyed law firms. The same
survey revealed that among pro bono counsel, there was
only marginally more support for the statement, “Pro
bono is best when lawyers are using their commercial
expertise . . . to add value to the work of NGOs,” as
compared to the statement, “Pro bono is best when
lawyers are working directly for low income individuals
to tackle issues that they face.”

Chart 10.171
Beneficiaries of Pro Bono in Europe
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The political history of Europe is another factor that
explains why pro bono in Europe has been targeted more
at NGOs than toward individuals as in the United States
or Australia. First, the well-developed state-sponsored
legal aid systems in place across most of Europe have,
for much of the 20 th century and into the present day,
meant that individuals have not had to rely on the charity
of the legal profession for legal aid in the way they have
in other parts of the world. Consequently, when pro
bono began to take off across Europe in the mid 1990s
and early 2000s, there was resistance from many national
bars to the idea of large international firms undertaking
pro bono work for individual clients and thus potentially
depriving the national legal profession of work and
undermining public (or public-funded) providers of
services. For that reason, many of the national pro
bono declarations brokered by PILnet, as well as the
constitutive documents of domestic clearinghouses (e.g.,
in the Czech Republic, Germany, and Italy), explicitly
exclude individual client work from the definition of
actionable pro bono. This was arguably a strategic and
necessary compromise to ensure that pro bono culture
could at least begin to take root.
Finally, NGOs in Europe are historically far less legally
sophisticated than their counterparts in the United
States. Europe has not benefited from a robust “public
interest law movement,” which in the United States
gave birth to hundreds of NGOs with large legal staffs
embracing complex legal advocacy strategies (e.g., the
Environmental Defense Fund, the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Education Fund, the National
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Women’s Law Center, and the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund).172 Placing legal strategies at the forefront of civil
society advocacy has had an enduring impact on US civil
society, on how issues are framed, on what constitutes
impactful advocacy, and on who non-profits hire.173 To an
extent, the global human rights movement, the influence
of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), and
the emergence of the supranational EU legal system and
the increasingly technocratic and law-oriented nature
of EU policy are all, at least since the 1990s, having a
similar impact on European civil society. Moreover, the
work of PILnet, the Open Society Foundations, and the
Ford Foundation (among others) in Central and Eastern
Europe between 1995 and 2005 has achieved similar
results there.174 Nonetheless, European NGOs still lag
behind their US counterparts; a survey of 100 EU policy
NGOs revealed that just 32% of them had lawyers onstaff (50% of those with just 1 lawyer), and several of
those lawyers were either exclusively or additionally
handling compliance and operational matters rather than
contributing to advocacy campaigns and programmatic
work.175 By comparison, a 2004 survey of around 300
public interest NGOs in the United States revealed that
over 50% of them had more than 5 lawyers on staff
(40% had ten or more lawyers on staff).176 Consequently,
NGOs in Europe arguably need pro bono assistance
more than their counterparts in the United States.

V. Dilemmas and Debates
There are a number of dilemmas and debates in the
contemporary European pro bono movement about
what pro bono should mean and how it should develop in
the future.
A. NGO Clients vs Individual Clients
The debate about whether pro bono in Europe is best
placed at the service of individual clients or NGO clients
is a hot topic. Although pro bono lawyers in Europe
work mostly with NGO clients, there are compelling
reasons why law firms might want to consider doing
more for individuals in Europe in the present climate.
The need is greater because, as a result of austerity,
legal aid funding is in decline and eligibility is increasingly
restricted (as in the United Kingdom, Sweden, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Ireland) and/or the cost of
justice for individuals is on the rise (as in Italy, Spain,
and Portugal). Also, hundreds of thousands of economic
migrants, asylum seekers, and refugees are stranded in
various parts of Europe, separated from their families
and/or living a clandestine and insecure existence.
Individual legal assistance will certainly not solve the
migrant crisis, but it may go a long way toward improving
the quality of migrants’ lives in Europe.
Representative of the “pro bono for individuals” argument
is that of Nicolas Patrick, pro bono partner at DLA Piper.
Coming from Australia, where around 60% of pro bono
practice is undertaken for individuals, Patrick struggles to
understand the reluctance in Europe to provide pro bono
to individuals. Seeking to make European pro bono practice
sustainable over the long run by getting as many lawyers
involved as possible, Patrick says:

“

When you focus on charities and non-profits, you can
get [lawyers] to do one pro bono matter, but they
do not necessarily come back for another one. . . . It
is not inspirational. . . . If you get them to do a
matter for a person who is being held in immigration
detention and they are able to get that person
released, they come back for another one because
they have had an impact on somebody’s life, they
have got them out of detention and back with their
families. It’s the sort of thing that makes them want to
come back and do more.177

“

For Patrick, inspiring individual lawyers is crucial to
developing the long-term commitment of the legal
profession to build a larger pro bono movement. At
DLA, Patrick has put this philosophy into practice by
setting up individual client “law clinics” across the United
Kingdom and Europe, collaborating with specialist NGOs
or university law schools in which DLA lawyers work
alongside trained specialists for individual clients with
specific legal needs, such as individuals trying to secure
disability benefits or migrants seeking reunification with
their families.178
Current PILnet President Garth Meintjes argues for the
collaborative NGO model of pro bono because of its
ability to create social change:

“

Yes, there are a lot of lawyers who . . . would like
to do something where they have a real client who
they can identify with and stand up for and feel that
[they are] fighting for something. . . . That is all good
and if it somehow changes the character of the legal
profession and helps it to be generally more public
spirited and conscientious, then I think it’s a good
thing. But I think if you are really asking corporate
lawyers to go out and do something that public sector
advocates are already doing, (1) you are putting the
public sector support systems for that service at
risk . . . and (2) you risk trying to do something with
people who have less substantive legal expertise
than the . . . NGOs and frontline advocates [they are
assisting]. I am very skeptical of that approach as a
meaningful way of achieving social change.179

“

One question Meintjes raises has to do with commercial
lawyers working on substantive legal issues with which
they have less experience than the advocates they are
helping. Many interviewees for this report defended the
ability of lawyers to acquire knowledge and skills around
new areas of law quite quickly, especially when working
alongside trained professionals. For example, Simmons
& Simmons hired social welfare lawyer Diane Sechi to
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run a social welfare clinic in London, which in its first
year of operation took on 47 cases and won £90,000 in
backdated benefits for clients. Says Sechi:

“

These lawyers have great analytical skills and fantastic
research skills; they have got the skill set there
to [adapt]. It’s no bar to them that they have not
done social welfare law. . . . Some of the Partners
at Simmons & Simmons have been so engaged with
a particular case that they themselves have become
experts in an area of welfare benefits.180

“

The involvement of lawyers serving individual clients that
Sechi speaks of is, at least in the United Kingdom, well
developed. The UK Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono,
which was launched in 2014, saw nearly 40 firms making
a collective commitment to “ensur[e] that a proportion
of their pro bono work [was] directed to promoting
access to justice for low income individuals.”181
B. Expertise-Driven Pro Bono
In the views of some, however important and impactful
individual pro bono cases may be, it cannot and does
not challenge the social and economic power structures
that give rise to the need for legal aid in the first place.
Individual legal aid work does not address the central
concern of using pro bono for transformative social
change, that is, change in the way that law works in
society and the results it produces for those with power
as compared to those without power. Meintjes says:

“

Pro bono gives you access to expertise within the
legal profession that you would not otherwise have:
know-how about tax, trade, extractives, mining,
and environmental codes. [Law firms] have been
developing that expertise on behalf of very wellpaying clients and now that [can be made] available
to civil society who can engage in high-level policy
discussions that they would otherwise be excluded
from.182

“
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He continues:

“

The mainstream legal profession has grown and
benefited from free market thinking at a global
level. This has made them fantastically wealthy and
encouraged them to open offices all around the world
and to add staff and to grow. [However, sometimes]
the way in which law is being practiced, is skewing
outcomes in ways that further the interests of
[the] rich and powerful . . . rather than a broader
community and public. . . . We cannot deny that
the way law is practiced globally does not produce
results that benefit everyone equally. It’s not nearly
helping everyone and may be part of the rapid
acceleration of inequality. It may be fueling disruptive
consumption and resource depletion, which would
happen less if law were more evenly available as a
social process. If you could get equal levels of policy
expertise on all sides of a policy issue, you could likely
produce outcomes that were much more equitable,
responsible, and sustainable.183

“

In Meintjes’ view, by placing commercial law firms at
the service of the public (both civil society but also,
where appropriate, the state), not merely for its time
and energy but for the particular commercial law
expertise that it already has, law firms can radically
alter the distribution of law and thus power in society.
One example of that kind of work was a project
coordinated through the ISLP that involved a number of
lawyers (notably from Hogan Lovells) in supporting the
government of Liberia to negotiate or renegotiate natural
resource concession agreements, mineral development
agreements, and investment contracts aimed at securing
a better deal for Liberia.184 Another example is Herbert
Smith Freehills’ Fair Deal Sierra Leone Program, in which
it provided over £1.5 million of pro bono legal advice
to the Government of Sierra Leone as part of a legal
assistance facility accessible to Sierra Leone government
officials (particularly those involved in attracting and
supporting inward investment into the country).185 The
project was brokered in collaboration with the NGO
Africa Governance Initiative.

Law firms may see work that capitalizes on their
expertise to support NGOs, and even states, as
worthwhile, although they may not agree about the
framing of the argument by civil society. For example,
Patrick says:

“

“There is growing evidence that equality is in
everyone’s interest. It is in the law firms’ and their
clients’ best interest that there is more equality.
Where you have less equality, then you have less
stability, you have war, all the things that interrupt
business. [However] to view the situation as two
sides competing against one another [the haves
vs. have nots] is completely the wrong approach
and we do not subscribe to that. Businesses are
moving towards responsible business models that
aim to situate them as responsible members of and
contributors to communities.”186

“

Notably, the kind of work envisioned by Meintjes and
other proponents of “expertise-driven” pro bono
is typically targeted at the developing world and not
at pro bono “at home” in Europe. Questions must
be asked about whether law firms would feel equally
comfortable providing this kind of pro bono assistance
in Europe, for example, supporting the World Wildlife
Fund or Greenpeace in lobbying initiatives targeted at
the EU institutions related to agriculture or fisheries
or providing free legal assistance to the governments of
Romania, Greece, or Portugal to support negotiations
with the European Commission, the European Central
Bank, or the International Monetary Fund. These
scenarios seem hard to imagine at present but certainly
nothing should be ruled out.

In any event, there are ways that law firms can get—and
already are getting—involved in expertise-driven pro
bono work in Europe beyond the obvious example of
providing governance and other operational legal support
to non-profits. For example, law firms may become
involved in providing legal training aimed at skilling up
European NGOs to bring litigation targeted at national
high courts and the European Court of Justice (CJEU)
or to conduct lobbying efforts targeted at the European
institutions. Such work is done for traditional paying
clients and can be done without law firms needing to

get involved in specific advocacy campaigns, or with law
firms acting “behind the scenes” and not appearing on
the public record. This type of pro bono could ease the
fear among some firms of politically exposing themselves
and risking relationships with current or future clients.
Indeed, the survey of 21 leading pro bono counsel
revealed that two thirds (14 out of 21) moderately
or strongly agreed with the statement: “Law firms
should provide pro bono litigation support to NGOs
across Europe,” while a third (7 out of 21) agreed with
the statement: “Law firms should provide pro bono
lobbying advice to NGOs, e.g., with respect to the EU
institutions.”187 However, just 6 out of 21 of respondents
said their firm had actually provided litigation support
to NGOs with respect to ECtHR or CJEU litigation,
and only 3 out of 21 had ever provided pro bono
lobbying assistance to NGOs with respect to the EU
institutions.188 So while the will may be there, the followup may largely still be to come.
Yet another interesting template for expertise-led pro
bono work in Europe is provided by Orrick, which has
worked with an NGO called Planet Finance (now Positive
Planate) to provide microfinance in continental Europe,
spreading capital to low-income individuals attempting to
start small businesses.189 Orrick lawyers were involved
in crafting innovative financing transactions that were
entirely new to the French legal system.190 In the words
of Rene Kathawala, Orrick’s pro bono counsel:

“

That is the best kind of pro bono in my view—doing
sophisticated pro bono work that is delivering real
benefits to low-income people, using the skills we
have for an NGO that, without our support, couldn’t
do it . . . . I am always an advocate for meeting the
needs of poor people as much as we can, but I also
believe that our law firms are not necessarily in the
best position to do [that]. . . . If we can be leaders in
pro bono matters that benefit tens of thousands or
even hundreds of thousands of people based on the
transactional expertise we have, and we do those pro
bono matters very efficiently, and we can do them at
scale and in significant numbers, then we are doing as
much if not more than if we do the individual [case]
for low income individuals.191

“
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C. L
 egal Research: Concerns with
Quality and Impact
The interviews undertaken for the purpose of this
report suggest that legal research—the production of
research memos, comparative research reports, and so
forth—forms a large part of the pro bono work that
goes on across Europe. A survey of 100 NGOs listed
in the European Transparency Register revealed that
nearly 80% of them were interested in receiving, or
had received, pro bono “legal research” assistance. This
makes legal research the most common form of pro
bono legal assistance by a margin of over 15% (followed
by “governance/corporate” assistance).192 Such research
serves multiple purposes for NGO clients. It may: (1)
help them to make stronger legal arguments in their
advocacy before national or international public bodies,
tribunals, and institutions; (2) give an NGO credibility,
showing that they are “serious about an issue”; and (3)
provide an independent and objective review of a legal
issue, improving an NGO’s decision-making. Says one
NGO employee: “If you are breaking your head with a
problem [that] has some legal aspects but you do not
know how to handle it, you go to a law firm and you see
how they would handle it.”193
In recent years, pro bono legal research has contributed
invaluably toward some noteworthy NGO advocacy
campaigns. For example, law firms worked alongside
Georgian civil rights NGO, Identoba, which was involved
in litigation and advocacy to remove a prohibition on gay
men donating blood in Georgia. The law firms undertook
extensive pro bono legal research into case law from
other jurisdictions and the ECtHR to supplement the legal
argument for the litigation and provide a comparative
perspective. The litigation was successful, and Georgia’s
Constitutional Court struck down the ban in 2014.194
Another example is the work of White & Case with Fair
Trials International. Multi-jurisdictional research carried out
by some 28 lawyers across 18 of White & Case’s European
offices into breaches of Articles 5 and 6 of the ECHR
contributed to the development of three EU directives
on the right to translation and interpretation, the right
to information during criminal proceedings, and the right
to access to a lawyer and communication with a consular
official or nominated person.
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However, despite the clear utility of legal research in
particular instances for NGO clients, there are pockets
of dissatisfaction with the focus on research. The
dissatisfaction stems from all groups within the European
pro bono movement (law firms, clearinghouses, and
NGOs), but chiefly consists of two major complaints: (1)
legal research output is not always reliable; and (2) legal
research often has no identifiable social justice impact.
1. Quality
Interviews with directors of leading NGOs and IGOs for
the purpose of this report reveal that some (particularly
those with the most experience making use of law firm
pro bono) sometimes “find it difficult to rely on law
firms for research, as opposed to operational projects,
[as] law firms may lack expertise,” 195 in a given “legal or
policy area,”196 and so it “can be difficult for NGOs to
find projects that match up well with what the law firms
can produce.”197 Where law firms are doing complex
research on topics that fall well beyond their core areas
of expertise, the concern from NGOs seems genuine. In
the words of one interviewee at a leading international
organization:

“

[One] problem is where law firms engage in areas
of work where they do not have the expertise built
up to take on that work, [and] so they are not able
to deliver in the way they would have hoped. They
may take projects that are particularly interesting
or inspiring, and may secure greater engagement
from their lawyers, but where they do not have
expertise in those fields of law, the project will
quickly encounter problems and may not be resolved
satisfactorily. . . . It may be better to have law firms
reviewing contracts, etc. That is what we need and
that is what they can do well.198

“

A particular problem seems to exist in relation to
comparative multi-jurisdictional research projects,
which can prove challenging to coordinate and deliver.

In the words of an NGO director with a great deal
of experience in making use of pro bono for such
projects:

“

[Comparative] research projects may require
from the law firm a set of skills and a manner of
coordinating work that the law firm does not have
[or] is not used to. Law firms are not always so
successful at coordinating people, [and] some law
firms should refrain from such projects if they are not
able to treat them as fee-earning projects. . . . Law
firms may even push for multi-jurisdictional,
comparative projects simply to get as many lawyers
and offices involved as possible. But this does not
mean lawyers are used to working in this manner,
especially on a pro bono project.199

“

The challenging nature of such projects is likely to be
exacerbated where the question and purpose of the
research has not been very clearly defined at the outset.
However, of course, when done well, such research can
be highly influential, particularly in a litigation setting:

“

Comparative multi-jurisdictional research projects
may only work when the question is very specific.
[For example], comparative law can be very powerful
at European courts. But there must be a specific
question in mind and a specific purpose such as
convincing a court or body of x, y, or z. Comparative
research should [be pursued with a purpose and] not
out of curiosity. For instance, securing a preliminary
reference is much easier if you can show differing
interpretations of EU law across the Member
States. . . . Such projects are especially important in
[the EU] where you have 28 jurisdictions. . . . How
can NGOs find out what the practice is in other
jurisdictions? . . . NGOs have a crucial role to play
in holding Member States to account . . . and such
projects can play a key role in that respect.200

“

Many law firms are already taking steps to respond to
these concerns, though more comprehensive action may
still be necessary to ensure that law firms better define
research at the outset, assume higher-level accountability
for the output, and better involve non-commercial
practitioners to add additional expertise. Law firms will
likely need to also be more upfront about their level
of expertise and even turn down work as necessary.
Ultimately, investing in building expertise in areas of
law relevant to European pro bono work would be a
worthwhile project for law firms. Ideally, best practices
could also ultimately be developed over time by law firms
and shared among pro bono coordinators.
2.	Impact
A second concern related to legal research centers
around its impact. The concern here is both that legal
research (again, particularly large multi-jurisdictional
projects) may not be useful for NGOs and also that such
research may ultimately have limited social impact. These
two issues are likely linked; where NGOs are smaller or
perhaps less sophisticated legally (i.e., they do not have
any lawyers on staff or are new to making use of pro
bono), they may simply not have the capacity to design
valuable comparative research projects and they may
also lack the capacity to absorb and productively make
use of the wealth of legal information generated by such
projects.201
In addition, regardless of the capacity of the NGO, there
is a concern among the pro bono community about the
impact and utility of legal research as a form of social
justice lawyering. Indeed, a survey of 21 leading pro bono
counsel revealed that nearly 40% of them moderately or
strongly agreed with the statement: “Pro bono practice
in Europe is far too reactive and research-oriented.” 202
DLA Piper is so concerned about the limited impact of
research work that they are undertaking a review of
some of the comparative research they have produced
in recent years to understand to what extent large
research reports were actually being used by the NGO
and IGO clients who had requested them. Says Stas
Kuzmierkiewicz, the pro bono associate responsible for
the review, “Do lawyers give up hundreds of hours to
produce reports that sit on shelves?”
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When research is not reactive and rather part of a
broader, longer-term advocacy plan it can have great
impact. For example, TrustLaw is currently conducting a
large research project that seeks to identify what forms
of statutory compensation are available for victims of
sex trafficking around the world. However, the work
will not stop there; once the various statutory schemes
have been identified, the next step will be to establish
a project that enables people who qualify for those
schemes to come to TrustLaw and secure a referral to
a law firm to help them make an application under the
relevant scheme.203
Clearly defining research at the outset appears to
be crucial as does ensuring that it is part of a larger
advocacy agenda and not an end in itself. If well defined
and targeted at a specific litigation process, for example,
particularly in the European context, comparative
research can be incredibly persuasive for courts. Caution
will be necessary when dealing with NGOs that have
no legal staff or are new to making use of pro bono.
Law firms should consider vetting NGO requests
with experts (such as academics or public interest
practitioners) to verify that the work would contribute
substantially to the field. In addition, smaller NGOs
might even consider appointing one or two mid-level
lawyers to their boards to help them make better use of
pro bono.
D. “Conflicts of Interest”: A Sword or
a Shield?
Interviews conducted for this report reveal sharp
disagreement among European pro bono actors about
how conflicts policies should be applied to NGO clients
in the context of pro bono work. The survey of 21
leading pro bono counsel revealed that nearly half of
the surveyed pro bono counsel agreed (moderately
or strongly) with the statement: “Conflicts checks
related to pro bono should ideally be strictly legal
and not commercial.” It is clear from the interviews
conducted that there are many firms that avoid pro bono
matters that might in any way be perceived negatively
by existing clients and/or prevent the firm from acting
for clients in the future. Conflicts become particularly
problematic for law firms where NGOs are engaged
in fields of advocacy that encroach upon the terrain of
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traditional commercial clients, such as environmental
justice, consumer protection, and financial and economic
justice. Additionally, any pro bono work that is likely
to bring firms into direct confrontation with states and
supranational institutions may also be problematic. There
are those within the pro bono community who challenge
that line of thinking. Garth Meintjes says:

“

What firms [sometimes] mean when they say [there
is a] conflict is a conflict of a business interest. ‘My
well-paying clients won’t like it if I do this.’ Well,
too bad! There are well-paying clients who would
not like it if we represent people in Guantanamo,
does that mean you should not represent people
in Guantanamo because some wealthy corporate
client does not want you to? If that is what you are
saying, then pro bono really is as vacuous as some
seem to think it is and is not a potential source of
social change. I do not think it is that vacuous, but
people who espouse this kind of view, make it so.
[We must look for] lawyers who have the courage
to stand up for their convictions. 204

“

Meintjes is not alone in this view. Özgür Kahale, pro
bono director for Europe at DLA Piper, said she believes
that firms should “start from the law,” rather than from
a commercial or political risk perspective. Speaking of
DLA’s work with refugees and asylum seekers, she said
that DLA leadership has not avoided cases that are seen
as too “political”: “These are people with an international
human right to claim asylum, and we are helping them
to claim their rights and it is in [states’] interests to
take care of these claims as opposed to trying to resist
and ignore [them],” she said. “[At DLA] we question
everything. . . . We don’t think restrictively; we always
think why not and how. Our starting point is everything
is doable . . . our starting point is human rights law and
ethical responsibility,” she continued.205
Indeed there are firms that are responsive to these
kinds of views, taking a progressive approach and finding
creative ways to get around such conflicts. For example,
some firms are proactively seeking client waivers in

relation to pro bono work that might be perceived
negatively rather than relying on general assumptions,
acting for clients “behind the scenes” without appearing
in the public record, and applying a flexible and minimalist
commercial conflicts approach, which requires partnerlevel discretion only in certain circumstances.
Such firms can use their conflicts policy as a sword to
expand the range of pro bono work that it is considered
feasible for firms to get involved in and promote pro
bono culture beyond the firm. For instance, in the
context of client waivers, the firm may even seek to
explain to the client why it is in their interest to support
pro bono work.
It is hard to predict whether approaches to conflicts in
the context of pro bono in Europe are likely to move
in conservative or progressive directions in the coming
years. The even balance of opinion revealed by the survey
could be indicative of a gradual liberalization or it could
reveal that firms are bound to always take different views
on the matter.
E. Treating NGO Clients Like Fee-Paying
Clients
Ask almost any lawyer involved in the provision of pro
bono and they will assure you that pro bono clients are
always treated the same as fee-paying clients. Most of
the pro bono counsel respondents of the survey for this
report agreed with that assertion. Some NGO clients,
however, sometimes felt differently. Although all those
interviewed were largely enthusiastic about pro bono
and complimentary about many of the lawyers they had
worked with, they also questioned whether they were
always treated the same as paid clients by pro bono
lawyers. One NGO director said:
“Broken promises are difficult. NGOs do not expect
law firms to fail on delivery, but they do. . . . It’s key to
have good people who buy into what you are doing and
a shared ownership of what you are doing, people who
are responsive to feedback. Others only care about
hours and may drop off once the hours are done. All law
firms will say that they treat their paid clients in the same
way as unpaid clients, but that is not true. There is quite
some variance.” 206

Echoing this sentiment, another said:

“

“Law firms must change their mentality with respect
to pro bono. If you are going to take on a project,
take it on professionally. If you are going to make a
commitment, then make a commitment, treat it the
same as you would fee-earning work. Don’t just say
that you will do it the same way all work is done;
actually do it.” 207

“

Under-commitment can affect the quality of the final
work product, but the relationship established at the
outset can also affect the final product. One interviewee
said:

“Law firms tend to approach pro bono work
from their perspective and not from the client’s
perspective. It’s all about them and not about the
client—particularly the pro bono coordinators.
They have been given a brief, for example: “Involve
as many lawyers in as much pro bono work as
possible,” and so they are looking for a certain kind
of work. They have an idea of the perfect pro bono
project, which often does not line up with the
needs of the NGO. Law firms need to change their
mind-set and meet the NGO half way in trying to
understand what is in it for the NGO. NGOs feel
like they are pitching something to them that they
need to accept rather than them wanting to know
how they could assist. If I was a paying client, I
would not need to explain to them why this was a
good case.” 208

This is a central critique of pro bono—that it exists
more for the benefit of the law firm than for the benefit
of the ostensible beneficiaries. If accurate, this critique is
a blow for those who desire pro bono to be a legitimate
and impactful form of social justice lawyering on a par
with other public interest work.
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There are also other concerns of a less significant but
still important nature. A survey among 100 NGOs
registered in the EU Transparency Register found that,
among the 54% of NGOs that were making use of pro
bono, although the overwhelming majority was satisfied
with the services received, there were some common
complaints such as: (1) poor reactivity of lawyers; pro
bono often not available on-demand when it is needed;
(2) lawyers sometimes have insufficient expertise in
relevant fields of law/policy; (3) lack of transparency
around the number of pro bono hours that are available
to a client; and (4) a desire for longer-term relationships
with lawyers who “get” them rather than fleeting
relationships with an ever-changing body of lawyers.
On the one hand, it is not realistic to expect that pro
bono clients would receive the same level of service as
clients who are paying large fees for top-quality legal
service from law firms driven by a profit motive. On the
other hand, if pro bono as an enterprise is to be about
more than enhancing employee morale, if it aspires to
be more than “cheap PR” (as some claim it is), then the
concerns expressed by NGOs are worth taking into
account. It is notable that each of the NGOs’ grievances
are, in the private client setting, entirely remediable, so
the fact that they are not addressed is not because they
are impossible challenges.
One way to address the NGOs’ concerns is to rethink
the concept that the main task of getting more lawyers
involved in pro bono should always be the forefront
of the field’s strategy. That mentality is not always
conducive to quality outcomes. More important would
be to involve lawyers who commit to the work of the
NGO and take a degree of ownership over it. This
raises questions about the utility of pro bono work that
involves multiple lawyers doing a small fragment of a
much larger research project, particularly where this
is the only type of pro bono work available for some
of those lawyers. It may be necessary for pro bono
counsel to source a limited range of carefully selected
pro bono projects catered to the known social justice
interests of their lawyers’ (as perhaps identified via
survey). Projects could be selected to enable a substantial
degree of autonomy to the lawyers who will be working
on them (among other possible selection criteria
such as, e.g., likely social justice impact, manageability,
likelihood of success, overlap with firm expertise,
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etc.). Lawyers should then be given a choice of which
among the carefully selected projects to work on, thus
enabling them to pursue social justice as they define it,
whether that be in terms of environmental justice, nondiscrimination, or whatever the case may be. Many firms
will have some of these measures in place already. The
key is to move toward more rigorous project selection
and matchmaking.
It would also be useful if firms could apply oversight that
it typically uses for its paid work to pro bono work.
That could include involvement of the hierarchical chain
of command, multiple-person review of work product,
linking work to performance reviews, ensuring that work
is done at the appropriate level so a lawyer will not be
required to undertake work that is beyond their level of
competence, and incentives such as bonuses and firmwide recognition for a job well done. Many firms are
already, to a large extent, treating pro bono work like
fee-paying work in these ways. For others, more can be
done.
Finally, firms could better monitor and evaluate their
pro bono work and also create better client feedback
channels. Firms could measure impact and usefulness
of their pro bono work by institutionalizing client
feedback mechanisms and procedures for learning from
and responding to criticism. The work currently being
undertaking by DLA to assess the long-term impact of
their pro bono legal research output to explore to what
extent large research reports their lawyers produce are
actually being used by NGO and IGO clients is a positive
step in the right direction. Indeed DLA has even gone so
far as to have external consultants review some of their
large pro bono projects.209 However, even something as
simple as systematically soliciting feedback from clients
in the middle and at the end of a project would be a big
step in the right direction.
F. L
 aw Firm Collaboration: An
Emerging Trend?
A promising finding of this research is the overwhelming
consensus among pro bono lawyers and NGOs around
the idea that law firms can and should collaborate
more in the context of pro bono. More specifically,
there is wide support for the idea that law firms should
collaborate to tackle systematic challenges such as the

decline of state legal aid or the migrant crisis. Most of
the law firms surveyed for this report agreed with that
idea. Support for this idea was also found among NGO
interviewees, with one NGO director lamenting that:
“Law firms collectively do not understand how they
can collaborate to help the NGO sector. . . . Law firms
need to talk to each other to create coordinated and
concerted efforts to deal with systematic issues. They
need to start acting in the way that NGOs already are.
Focusing on what the sector is trying to achieve and
taking a multi-disciplinary, intersectional, collaborative,
concerted approach.” 210
There are encouraging signs that law firms are taking
steps in this direction. The Collaborative Plan for Pro
Bono in the United Kingdom, launched following PILnet’s
2014 European Pro Bono Forum in London, is perhaps
the leading European example is this regard. The plan,
which has been signed by nearly 40 law firms, seeks
to “improve pro bono service delivery in the UK.” 211
There are a number of core strategies articulated in
the plan (including information-sharing and the setting
of a voluntary and aspirational pro bono target of 25
hours of pro bono per fee-earner per year); however,
the most interesting is probably the commitment by all
firms to “ensur[e] that a proportion of their pro bono
work is directed to promoting access to justice for low
income individuals.” This plan includes commitments
to collaborate such as: (1) creating task forces to focus
on subject areas (e.g. immigration) or demographic
populations (e.g. homelessness) and to share information
between firms working on similar issues; (2) work as a
group to learn from experiences, create opportunities
for smaller firms to get involved, and spread the cost of
providing training and resources; and (4) create a ‘referral
network’ to pass cases to other law firms.212
The scale and form of collaboration envisioned by
the plan is very much in line with the hopes of the
NGO director expressed above (albeit not targeted
at supporting the NGO sector). This plan provides an
exciting example of how the private sector can play a
support role where the public sector is failing in this
current climate of austerity across Europe.

G. Beyond Law: Engaging Law Firm
Support Staff in Pro Bono
The pro bono movement, or “skilled volunteering,”
as it is called in other circles, is not exclusive to law.
Organizations like the Tap Root Foundation and
Catchafire (making business talent available to NGOs),
Datakind (engaging data science experts on projects
addressing critical humanitarian problems), and St.
Bernard Project (enlisting tradesmen to rebuild houses
for disaster victims) have been promoting pro bono
beyond the law for many years. In Europe, organizations
dedicated to enabling all manner of business professionals
and academics to volunteer their skills are emerging in
Germany (Proboneo), Spain (Fundación Hazloposible),
France (Pro Bono Lab), and Poland (Fundacja Dobra
Sieć). In the Netherlands, a highly innovative project
called Beursvloer was launched as early as 1996. It is
an annual “marketplace” (or stock exchange) where
companies, volunteer organizations, and local authorities
can meet and build partnerships, matching their supply
and demand.
And while public interest lawyering has a long history,
the practice of law firms engaging their support staff in
skilled volunteering has not been well developed. Large
multinational law firms are staffed with particularly
qualified legal secretaries, document management and
printing experts, communications and design specialists,
human resources personnel, IT support staff, and
security, catering, and business development staff. The
survey carried out by The Good Lobby revealed that
among non-legal needs, NGOs were most interested
in receiving pro bono support for: qualitative and
quantitative research (63%), fundraising (62%), digital and
IT (48%), communications and PR (47%), recruitment of
interns (36%), and recruitment of staff (26%).213 With the
help of the organizations in Europe available to support
these connections, pro bono and CSR professionals at
law firms could provide support for NGOs in some of
these areas.
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VI. The Present and Future
of Pro Bono Professionals
A. The Pro Bono Professional’s Role
Full-time pro bono positions are few and far between in
Europe. Of the 21 pro bono counsel surveyed for this
report, six firms had full-time pro bono counsel in London
and one had full-time pro bono counsel in Paris. Although
the survey is not representative, it is likely that location
pattern is representative. At the time of writing, DLA
Piper has a full-time pro bono director for Europe based
in Paris and a pro bono associate based in Amsterdam; it
is unlikely that there are many more full-time pro bono
lawyers beyond these. Accordingly, across continental
Europe, those with responsibility for pro bono management
are typically either full-time fee earners doing pro bono in
their spare time or full-time CSR professionals (or even
PR in one case)215 coordinating pro bono as part of their
duties. Additionally, those firms with full-time pro bono
roles in London typically expect those personnel to take
responsibility for pro bono practice across the whole of
Europe.
These are small numbers, especially when compared to
the United States, where there are now 150+ full-time pro
bono lawyers based at 90+ firms across the country.216 It
is not clear that Europe must try to produce comparable
numbers of full-time pro bono counsel, but expanding
the number of full-time pro bono lawyers would mean
consequently professionalizing the role. Amanda Smith, pro
bono partner at Morgan Lewis, is a strong advocate of the
importance of professionalizing the pro bono role:

Regardless of the underlying forces that led to
the institutionalization of pro bono [in the United
States], one key ingredient—and there are very few
firms that have been able to achieve any success in
this area without it—is the professionalization of
the pro bono counsel role. The presence of a fulltime pro bono counsel is the single most important
contributing factor to success. 217

This is a process that is already under way in London, and
it is viewed by some as a process that is contributing “to
the growth of pro bono in other countries in Europe.”218
London-based pro bono professionals have even begun
to get together to organize training around pro bono
management.219 In the United States and Australia, full-time
pro bono positions are located in many of the larger cities

where law firms are either headquartered or maintain
a significant presence. If law firms in Europe follow that
model, full-time pro bono positions will likely emerge in
Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Moscow, Berlin, or Rome (and
in fact, this growth is already being pursued by DLA Piper).
It seems likely that the institution of full-time pro bono
lawyers is likely to have a rationalizing impact on pro bono
practice in Europe, rendering it more systematized and
predictable in terms of quality output. These “generalist”
pro bono managers would likely perform a similar role
to their counterparts in the United States or Australia,
sourcing opportunities for their lawyers, managing
relationships with NGO clients and partners, structuring
collaborations, and generally being advocates for pro bono
culture within their respective firms and beyond by seeking
further institutionalization.
Another model to consider is the one that is just starting to
emerge in London, pioneered by Simmons & Simmons: the
“specialist” full-time pro bono lawyer model. As mentioned
above, Simmons & Simmons have employed Diane Sechi, a
qualified social welfare lawyer, to run a social welfare clinic
for them in London. The clinic was set up in 2015 to provide
“end-to-end” appeals stage support to social welfare
claimants. In the words of Sechi:

“The problem facing a lot of corporate law
firms is that while they may have good will, how
do they make that leap from the corporate
world to the community? . . . Law firms need
a filter or mechanism [between them and the
community]. . . . I [have been] that interface with
the front line agencies. I have a desk out in the
community [where vulnerable] clients need to be
seen.” 220

Sechi believes “specialist lawyers could replace generalist
pro bono managers” and that “the model could be
replicated, “but you need the right kind of social welfare
lawyer who understands the corporate world a bit
more.”221 That model would do much to allay fears from
some quarters that pro bono practice may weaken or
replace the work of frontline advocates. In this model,
rather than replacing them, organized pro bono practice
would support them with the backing and resources of
a multinational law firm. However, there was very little
appetite for a move in this direction among the 21 pro
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bono counsel surveyed for this report. Nearly two-thirds
of those surveyed (13 out of 21) moderately or strongly
disagreed with the statement: “Generalist pro bono
managers are a thing of the past, the future lies in specialist
pro bono lawyers who bring a particular skill set to a firm.”
Just 2 out the 21 expressed any form of agreement with
the statement. Accordingly, commitment for that model
would likely need to come from the top of the firm, rather
than from the pro bono professionals. Also, “specialist”
and “generalist” pro bono professionals could coexist,
performing separate and complementary functions. Indeed,
there was overwhelming support in the survey (15 out
of 21) for the statement: “Generalist pro bono managers
will always be crucial to firms because, even though firms
may specialize their pro practice, it will remain important/
necessary to retain breadth of practice.”222
Another possible direction suggested by Özgür Kahale
involves the democratization of the pro bono role.
Kahale believes strongly that Europe will take its own
path with respect to pro bono practice and is not likely
to mimic developments elsewhere:

How the Americans, British, and Australians operate is
totally different from how things work in Europe. In the
US it’s about pragmatism and practicality; they come
up with an idea and if they like it they do it, and if it
works they scale it up, and if not they destroy it and do
something else. That is not how it works in Europe, the
Old Continent. [Europeans] watch the Brits, Americans,
and Australians [and] think to themselves, ‘Let’s see how
this goes. If it develops well, we might try it. If not, we
will avoid making the same mistake.’ . . . Sure, everything
takes longer in Europe, but that does not mean things
are not happening; there is just a different pace and
different way of doing things and [Europeans] prefer to
do things their own way. . . . One thing can be predicted:
if we can inspire and empower lawyers, if pro bono
practice is run in a more inclusive way—not so much
about pro bono management and pro bono managers—
but a more bottom-up approach that allows everyone
to become pro bono managers in their own right, then
we can entrench pro bono in European society.223
Kahale suggests enabling each lawyer to define social
justice and pro bono practice in their own terms, taking
personal responsibility for the identification and selection
of clients and projects (presumably within a supportive
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institutional environment), rather than emphasizing the
importance of professionalizing the pro bono manager
role. This is an approach that is also supported by Atanas
Politov, PILnet’s director for programs, who suggests
that pro bono in Europe should be about active citizenry
rather than the development of a pro bono profession or
pro bono specialists:

I’m not sure if having [full-time] pro bono
departments is the best way. . . . Pro bono is just
part of being a lawyer. . . . In the grand scheme of
things, I don’t care whether you do pro bono for
the Wild Bird [Fund], your grocery shop owner
from around the corner, or the Polish Helsinki
Foundation for Human Rights. . . . What matters
is that you are an active citizen and you use your
professional legal skills to be one, which means
that you become part of civil society. 224
This idea somewhat divided the crowd when it was put
to the 21 pro bono counsel in the survey. While nearly
half (13 out of 21) disagreed with the statement: “Pro
bono practice [in Europe] should be democratized so
that every lawyer in a firm can be, to an extent, their
own pro bono manager,” nearly a third (5 of 21) agreed.
B. The Pro Bono Professional–NGO
Relationship
Another area in which there is disagreement, confusion,
and sometimes frustration surrounds the relationship
between pro bono professionals and NGO clients. Is the
pro bono professional a gatekeeper, a facilitator, or an
activist? In the words of one NGO director:

Law firms have very different ways of doing pro
bono, different ways of organizing pro bono. This can
confound NGOs. In some cases, you may have access
to the lawyers who are actually doing the work. In
others, the [pro bono] managers or coordinators
may act as a barrier, which can frustrate things. It can
be very difficult to work out how to make progress
with that kind of role. . . . There is a real difficulty
where you have teams or coordinators that are very
corporate and unable to understand the needs of the
pro bono client.225

Interviews with NGOs indicate that very often what
the NGOs would prefer is a direct relationship with a
handful of lawyers who know and understand their work.
Intermediaries of any kind, whether clearinghouses or
pro bono managers who do not fully grasp the NGOs,
can be perceived as gatekeepers who complicate rather
than facilitate lawyer-client relationships. NGOs find
it particularly frustrating where pro bono managers
or clearinghouse staff appear to be screening or
interviewing them, looking for a particular kind of client
or project:

[P]ro bono coordinators . . . have an idea of the
perfect pro bono project, which often does not
line up with the needs of the NGO. . . . NGOs
feel like they are pitching something to them that
they need to accept rather than them wanting to
know how they could assist . . . too much of a CSR
approach rather than a lawyer-client approach. 226

This can be particularly problematic when it manifests
as a seemingly arbitrary preference for certain kinds of
work and disinterest in others:

“Law firm pro bono remains at the whim of [pro
bono mangers] or the head of CSR . . . such that
each law firm will have a different interest. One
may decide we like cats, the other migrants, and
the next children. . . . Priorities seem random.” 227

Indeed, some causes are not popular. Worryingly,
examples were provided to the author, during the course
of the research for this report, of European lawyers
making disparaging remarks about certain causes (such
as Roma rights or migrants’ rights) in conversation with
NGO workers. There is a real risk that law firms will
avoid “unpopular” work. The question is whether it is
better to have a pro bono manager who is passionate
about a specific cause or just driven by the pro bono
cause in general. There seem to be pros and cons to
both.

On the other hand, NGO clients also see great value
in the pro bono manager role, especially where the pro
bono professionals have some understanding of the
work of the NGO. In the words of one NGO director,
“Having coordinators that have a human rights or
international law background and can read through what
fee-earners have done and operate as a quality control
mechanism is crucial.” 228 Indeed, there are some pro
bono professionals who intimately understand their
NGO clients. In the view of Atanas Politov, some pro
bono managers function more as “undercover NGO
agent[s] [and] many even used to work for NGOs.” 229
The NGOs respond positively to this, often feeling as
though they have a fellow activist who understands and
believes in their work, but with access to significant
resources, which can be powerfully brought to bear on
their advocacy.
Overall, NGO interviewees did seem to appreciate
the central importance of the pro bono manager role
as a “facilitator” mediating between the NGO and law
firm, despite their confusion surrounding the exact
nature of the role and where loyalties lie. It seems that
NGOs feel that, in particular, those professionals who
see their primary function as CSR, centering on the
needs of the firm rather than social justice lawyering
in the public interest, are sometimes less supportive.
The full-time pro bono role is somewhat existentially
underdetermined in Europe at present. To an extent,
each pro bono professional will always bring their
“personality” to bear on the practice, as one pro bono
counsel put it. However, there may be some need for
better communication by pro bono professionals and
more transparency around how the various pro bono
relationships should ideally unfold and perhaps also a
more concerted effort to really listen to the needs of
clients and understand them and their advocacy.
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VII. The Present and
Future of Pro Bono
Clearinghouses
There are now, partly thanks to PILnet, domestic
clearinghouses all across Europe. In addition, there are
several international clearinghouses based in London
and New York. Although all clearinghouses essentially
perform the same task, that is, connecting law firms with
pro bono clients and pro bono projects, the approaches
they take to this task, their funding models, and what
they consider to be part of their natural mandate vary
considerably. While some clearinghouses developed
specifically as pro bono organizations (such as Pro
Bono Connect in the Netherlands or Law Works and
A4ID in the United Kingdom), more frequently, they
are offshoots of pre-existing organizations, taking their
character, model, and mission from those institutions.
For example, they may have emerged from or been
inspired by grantmaking foundations or resource
organizations that cater to civil society (such as PILnet,
the Civil Society Development Foundation in Romania,
or Proboneo in Germany), or they have emerged from
corporate foundations or foundations catering to
university law clinics (such as TrustLaw or Centrum Pro
Bono in Poland) or perhaps from broad domestic public
interest law organizations (such as PILA in Ireland).
Virtually all clearinghouses spend the first several years
of their existence investing most of their energy into
matchmaking and market-making—in other words,
building a market for pro bono by recruiting both
law firms and NGOs to the cause and then matching
firms with NGOs and NGO projects. However, as the
European clearinghouse movement, which commenced
with the launch of PILnet’s Hungarian clearinghouse in
2006, begins to mature we are beginning to see some
significant innovation.
A. Structure of European
Clearinghouses
1. Supply-Side and Demand-Side Clients
Of the nine clearinghouses and quasi-clearinghouses
(four international and five domestic)230 studied for this
report, virtually all focused primarily or exclusively on
catering to NGO clients on the demand side. There
were some exceptions, such as ACTEDO in Romania or
Law Works in the United Kingdom, which cater largely,
or exclusively, to vulnerable individuals. Clearinghouses
that traditionally cater to NGO clients are increasingly
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exploring ways to provide support to individual clients.
For example, PILnet’s Hungarian clearinghouse has
recently commenced a project in collaboration with
the Chance for Children Foundation and three law
firms to pursue a compensation claim against a school
on behalf of 62 Roma children who were unlawfully
segregated.231 Meanwhile, TrustLaw has launched a
project that will eventually engage firms in pursuing
statutory compensation claims on behalf of victims of sex
trafficking.232
In terms of supply-side clients, all clearinghouses
researched worked largely with international law
firms and their local offices (some exclusively so), or
large national law firms and a handful of small firms
and individual lawyers. The ratios in the case of each
clearinghouse varied significantly. For example, Centrum
Pro Bono in Poland had about one-third international
law firm members, one-third large national firms, and
one-third medium and small national firms.233 The
Civil Society Development Foundation in Romania
works almost exclusively with the local branches of
international firms and had just two national firms in
their network.234 Around a quarter of the law firm
members for Proboneo in Germany and AADH in France
were national firms.235 Ultimately, while there was still
heavy reliance on international law firms, there was,
without exception, a degree of engagement with the
national legal market that was promising in terms of the
domestication of pro bono culture across Europe.
2. Pro Bono Model
European clearinghouses take different approaches
regarding the type of pro bono services they focus on.
For example, while TrustLaw focuses largely on the
governance, comparative research, and operational legal
needs of NGOs, PILnet’s Global Clearinghouse focuses on
more programmatic, including human rights, work. At the
domestic level, there was also no clear consensus. While
clearinghouses in Poland, Germany, and Romania (i.e., the
Civil Society Development Foundation) largely prioritized
operational needs, clearinghouses in France and Hungary
focused overwhelmingly on human rights work. Yet others,
such as PILA in Ireland, took a varied approach.
Clearinghouses tend to capitalize on the pre-existing
networks and skill sets of their founders and host
organizations. This “pre-history” and “start-up capital”

of clearinghouses feeds into their mission and selfidentification. For example, while TrustLaw has been
able to harness the market-making and journalistic
powerhouse that is Thomson Reuters (producing
powerful exposé-like pro bono legal reports shedding
light on new issues such as sex trafficking or domestic
workers), PILnet was able to take advantage of its
huge network of civil society organizations and public
interest law advocates across Central and Eastern
Europe (enabling it to rapidly scale up a pan-European
clearinghouse movement by tapping into civil society
across the continent). This has been equally true at
the domestic level where, for instance, Centrum Pro
Bono was built on the extensive relationships of its
founders with the Polish legal establishment (allowing it
to establish a highly prestigious annual pro bono award
bringing together Poland’s legal elites) and AADH on the
experience of its founder with international human rights
law (aiding it to engage firms in cutting-edge human rights
work related to, for example, child trafficking).
3. Funding Models
Funding models are also varied. While several
clearinghouses relied substantially or even exclusively on
law firm charitable donations (such as PILnet’s), others
charged membership fees to law firms and/or NGO
clients (such as A4ID, AADH, and Pro Bono Connect),
while still others received foundation grants or even
operated as corporate foundations (such as TrustLaw).
Overwhelmingly though, the trend seems to be a move
toward reliance on the law firms themselves for funding.
This is a promising trend because law firms may be more
likely than donor agencies to be committed for the long
term. In addition, given that clearinghouses typically rely
on multiple firms for support, their funding pool should
be sufficiently diversified to avoid collapse if one or more
firms decide to cease funding.
B. European Clearinghouse Practices
1. Creating a Supportive Pro Bono Environment
Many clearinghouses have incorporated into their mission
the broader goal of promoting pro bono culture within
the legal profession and seeking the institutionalization
of pro bono in various ways. The clearinghouses have
faced challenges in this respect, from resistance to the
idea of volunteerism (with many Europeans believing
that it is incumbent on the state to remedy social ills),
resistance to the culture of talking about “doing good”

(many Europeans believe that chartable work should be
done but not talked about publicly), and resistance to the
perception that pro bono is a US imposition.236
Clearinghouses have developed strategies to overcome
such cultural obstacles. For example, they have sought
to secure buy-in from the legal establishment (high
courts, justice ministers, ombudsmen, etc.), build a sense
of pride and prestige around pro bono work through
the establishment of the European Pro Bono Award,
and identify precursors to pro bono in European legal
practice and use them to counter the idea that pro bono
is an exclusively US tradition.237 They have also done
much to pursue institutionalization by negotiating “pro
bono declarations” signed by law firms and other key
players in the legal establishment of relevant jurisdictions
and by helping to establish other clearinghouses through
knowledge-sharing (e.g., producing pro bono manuals)
and training. Their efforts at institutionalization have
also sometimes meant seeking compromises and
agreements with various national Bars and justice
ministries, for example vis-à-vis: the exclusion of
individual representation from the definition of pro bono
(for example in the Czech Republic, Italy, and Germany);
exemptions for pro bono in relation to the prohibition
of lawyers to advertise (for example in Poland and Italy);
exemptions for pro bono in relation to the prohibition
of lawyers to provide free legal services (for example in
Germany and Romania); and exemptions for pro bono
from VAT rules related to service provision (for example
in Hungary and Poland).
PILnet’s clearinghouses have led the way in a number of
efforts to develop the culture of pro bono in Europe.
For example, Centrum Pro Bono in Poland developed
the first pro bono award in Europe.238 A leading Polish
newspaper sponsors the award, launched in 2003, and
its jury members have included the ombudsman, the
Minister of Justice, the head of the Supreme Court, the
head of the Constitutional Court and the head of the
Polish Bar. Meanwhile, PILA in Ireland has successfully
advocated for the inclusion of a term in all government
procurement contracts that any firm that secures such
a contract has to give back 5% (of the value of the
contract) in pro bono and CSR contributions.239 The
Civil Society Development Foundation in Romania has
managed to place pro bono in the Ministry of Justice’
justice development strategy in order to exert pressure
on the Romanian Bar to take a favorable position on pro
bono, and have also managed to lobby to include pro
bono or public interest litigation in some of the donor
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grants they manage for civil society organizations (e.g.,
they have managed to support around 100 separate legal
claims related to human rights and anti-discrimination
via a European Economic Area [EEA] grant scheme they
manage).240
2. Expanding Pro Bono to Rural Europe
It is clear from the interviews that organized pro bono in
Europe is still predominantly a practice being embraced
by large international firms and, consequently, is a capital
city phenomenon. Even in the United Kingdom, where pro
bono culture is older, the practice is still largely confined to
London in several key respects.241 In the words of Tamás
Barabás, senior legal officer at PILnet, “Pro bono is a capital
city phenomenon, only capital cities have the big law firms
and the major NGOs that have a stable structure, stable
funding, stable staff, and stable activities.”242 Atanas Politov
of PILnet is concerned about this fact, saying that pro bono
“should not just be a top law firm, capital city phenomenon,
but that will take a while.”243 Barabás says:

The general opinion [of rural] lawyers is that
[they] do not have time, money, or interest to do
[pro bono]. If there are NGOs with EU funding
in rural Hungary, then lawyers are not willing to
work for free for them. . . . [In Hungary] you have
nearly 13,000 lawyers who are really struggling for
their daily existence. They do everything, like a
mixed soup . . . commercial, criminal, real estate.
Especially in the rural areas, [the] majority of
lawyers are struggling. . . . They [say], ‘Most of my
clients cannot pay anyway’. 244
He continued:

Also it’s generational, attorneys in the countryside
are . . . in their 50s, 60s, or 70s, [and] they do not
understand the rationale of doing pro bono. . . . In
continental Europe, we expect that if someone
has a problem, it should be solved by the state—
especially the older generation. 245
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Another challenge is that lawyers are disappearing from
rural Hungary, in part because of the massive expansion
in farm size in recent years, which has meant legal work
that used to be generated by small family farms has
disappeared. These lawyers have moved to the small
towns of 80,000+ people, where they can make a decent
living.246
Despite these hurdles, two clearinghouses are taking
steps to address the bias for capital cities and Big Law in
the European pro bono movement. In a recent project,
PILnet’s Hungarian clearinghouse has collaborated with
the Chance for Children Foundation and three law
firms aimed at pursuing a compensation claim against a
school in rural Hungary on behalf of 62 Roma children
who were unlawfully segregated.247 The children resided
and attended school in Gyöngyöspata, a Hungarian
village of around 2,500 inhabitants, 11% of whom are
Roma. Gyöngyöspata came to international notoriety
in 2011 when, for two months, various Hungarian
militia groups terrorized the local Roma community by
marching through the village shouting abuse at the Roma
population.248 The case, orchestrated by the Chance for
Children Foundation, is being litigated in Eger, a town
of around 60,000 inhabitants in Northern Hungary,
approximately 140km north east of Budapest and 60km
east of Gyöngyöspata. PILnet has involved three firms
of differing sizes to perform separate functions. The
Budapest office of the international law firm Allen &
Overy is drafting the appeals and organizing meetings
between the NGO and the other firms. Gárdos Füredi
Mosonyi Tomori Law Office, a Hungarian firm based
in Budapest and specializing in medical compensation
claims with 17 lawyers is assisting with its unique
expertise related to making compensation claims.
Finally, Nora Hernadi, of Hernadi & Kovacs Law Firm,
a small Budapest-based firm, is travelling to Eger and
Gyöngyöspata to deal with the local administration and
to collect evidence. PILnet was unable to identify any
lawyers from Gyöngyöspata or Eger to take the case
on a pro bono basis, but the project at least sees firms
of differing sizes coming together to take on a case that
will provide some support to marginalized inhabitants of
rural Hungary and in this respect it is innovative.
The Romanian clearinghouse ACTEDO, meanwhile,
specifically focuses on providing advice to vulnerable
populations in rural and provincial Romania such as
“Roma, women, people with disabilities, HIV positive
persons [and the] LGBTI community.” 249 In that work,
ACTEDO has been successful in involving small provincial
law firms, such as six-lawyer firm Costaş, Negru and

Associates, based in Arad and Cluj Napoca, and twopartner firm, Chiriţă and Associates, also based in Cluj
Napoca.
Other clearinghouses also have a broader strategy to
promote pro bono at the provincial level and tackle the
absence of pro bono culture outside of big cities. One
way to do this is to engage law schools or governmentrun NGO resource centers, such as those in every
county and a local bar association in Hungary. PILnet,
having excellent relations with law schools as a result of
its decades of work promoting clinical legal education
across Central and Eastern Europe, has encouraged them
to set up clinics. The clinics then invite volunteer lawyers
to participate and supervise via the local bar associations.
Students provide advice to the local NGO community,
in collaboration with the NGO resource center, under
the supervision of leading local attorneys. Provincial
attorneys who might otherwise have avoided pro bono
are more likely to participate through a clinic because of
the prestige of being affiliated with the local law school.
Even among those clearinghouses that are not focused
on rural Europe, there was an awareness of the need to
move beyond capital city and multinational firm work
and a willingness (often already concretely manifesting)
to engage small and national firms. Some of the UK and
Irish clearinghouses, for example (PILA, Law Works, and
the Bar Pro Bono Unit) were doing some work outside
of the capitals with regional firms and with hundreds of
barristers based across Ireland and the United Kingdom.
3. Automated and “Intelligent” Matchmaking
Clearinghouses are increasingly making use of technology
to upgrade the rather analogue system of matchmaking
that has been in place for several years. TrustLaw was a
pioneer in this regard, seeking at its founding to inject
technology into pro bono practice. Jim Jones, board chair
of the Pro Bono Institute, assisted Monique Villa, CEO of
the Thomson Reuters Foundation, to develop the initial
idea for TrustLaw. He recalls a conversation in Minnesota
in 2009 that led to the development of the initial idea:

What we came up with was the original kernel of
the idea which became TrustLaw . . . a combination
of a very smart application of technology with a
matching program to try and bring lawyers and law
firms together with significant NGOs and social
enterprise organizations. 250

TrustLaw built an online platform that could
automatically connect NGOs and law firms all across
the globe. But although the platform was built, NGOs
needed much more coaching and their requests needed
to be carefully scoped by a lawyer before a law firm
could engage with them.251 As one TrustLaw employee
later reflected:

At the end of the day, the [online] platform is just
a tool for our staff to facilitate the service, but it’s
our staff, their expertise, that are the key part of
the service. 252
Other clearinghouses have experimented with
technology to facilitate their matchmaking, but none has
yet created true automation. For example, Centrum Pro
Bono in Poland also developed an online platform, where
NGOs members can complete a form with a request
for legal assistance. This request is then reviewed by the
pro bono coordinator of Centrum Pro Bono who, after
some back and forth and revision, will formally accept
the request. Once a request has been accepted, any law
firm member, by logging in to the members area of the
website, can see the request (and browse others) and
select it to take the project forward.253 Again, the system
does not work perfectly and law firms do not always log
in frequently, so the coordinator must also send the firms
a weekly newsletter with all accepted matters (i.e., the
traditional “analogue” approach to matchmaking).
Beyond technology, another approach that is being taken
to improve matchmaking is referred to as “intelligent
matchmaking.” 254 The Good Lobby is an EU law and
policy focused clearinghouse that seeks to match the
large number of Brussels-based EU advocacy NGOs with
the Brussels-based international legal community and the
EU academic law community. The Good Lobby leverages
the insight of its founders and a network of academics
and legal professionals to identify pro bono volunteers
with expertise specific to the project. For example, in
a project related to fracking for Food & Water Europe,
The Good Lobby identified a postdoctoral researcher
and a PhD student based in Belgium, an academic
based in France, and a lawyer based in London—all
with extensive knowledge and expertise in EU energy
law—to develop a toolkit on EU law for local fracking
campaigners across Europe. This labor-intensive model
of clearinghouse operation is yet to be truly tried and
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tested and the first projects of The Good Lobby have
not been without issue, but the method does seem to
have the potential to overcome some of the significant
concerns expressed by NGO clients in relation to the
expertise of volunteers and quality of output.
4.	Thought Leadership, Coalition Building, and
Agenda Setting
In addition to the new discrete efforts described
above that, a broader vision is also being explored by
a number of clearinghouses across Europe who are
questioning the received wisdom of their purpose and
the larger questions of how to use pro bono as a form of
progressive legal activism.
The international clearinghouses and pro bono
organizations such as PILnet, TrustLaw, ISLP, the Pro
Bono Institute, A4ID, and the Vance Center are all
beginning, in different ways, to embrace a thought
leadership role. For instance, A4ID seeks to “increasingly
move towards being a thought leader” with respect to
the role of law in the developing world and the business
and human rights movement.255 They do so in part via
organizing training sessions for the legal community.
Meanwhile, TrustLaw seeks to become a “think tank
around pro bono,” for example, by identifying ways
in which law firms can use pro bono to improve the
position of women around the world, from domestic
workers to sex trafficking victims.256 They do so by
enlisting the help of firms and producing detailed
investigative reports exploring issues that may not have
been legally analyzed before. In addition, they hold
trainings on social enterprise and impact investment for
lawyers in the hope of linking the pro bono movement
up with those movements. ISLP, for its part, focusing
on sustainable development, has produced reports
analyzing issues around the social, humanitarian, and
environmental impact of investment into the developing
world.257 The Pro Bono Institute has been a thought
leader around engaging corporates in pro bono. PILnet
has not traditionally played a thought leadership role, but
in its catalytic, “blank canvas” and “big tent” approach, it
has been focused on the big questions of culture-building,
capacity-building, and institutionalization. Indeed, to an
extent, PILnet has actively avoided being associated with
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any particular cause, which seems to often be implicit
in thought leadership. In the words of Rekosh, “PILnet
is agnostic as to issues. . . the local actors have to
determine the agenda.” 258 However, incoming president
Garth Meintjes looks set to change this approach, and he
wants to move PILnet to take more of a leadership role
as well, especially in getting firms involved in work that
might have traditionally been off limits due to perceived
“commercial conflicts”—work that has the power to
radically alter how law works for those without money
and power in society.
Meanwhile at the national level, clearinghouses are
also beginning to take leadership roles in one way or
another. One method being embraced by clearinghouses
is coalition-building. Clearinghouses bring together
various actors (lawyers, academics, students, NGOs,
politicians, public officials, and journalists) to work on
particular advocacy campaigns. In many respects, this is
a natural extension of the clearinghouse matchmaking
function. However, extending this function beyond the
traditional lawyer-NGO dichotomy is an interesting and
noteworthy development in Europe. For instance, the
EU clearinghouse The Good Lobby often brings together
senior academics, students, and legal professionals in its
pro bono projects. The HEC-NYU EU Public Interest
Clinic, the sister organization of The Good Lobby, has
even brought journalists at Politico Europe together
with law students, a handful of professors and a blogger
to work on a project aimed at exposing a lack of
transparency in the EU judicial system. Meanwhile, PILA,
the Irish clearinghouse, builds law reform working groups
comprised of lawyers (solicitors and barristers), several
NGOs, and academics to promote legislative reform in
relation to specific issues.259 PILA sets the agenda, frames
the issues at stake, and then drives the process forward
when energy is flagging. In this manner they have worked
on issues to do with housing policy, victims’ rights, and
energy efficiency in private homes.260
Time will tell whether this trend of clearinghouses
increasingly taking agenda setting, coalition building,
and thought leadership roles is just a fad or, rather, a
sign of the maturation of the European pro bono and
clearinghouse movements.

PILnet Concluding Reflection:
Are we doing enough to make
law work for all?
The author thought it appropriate, rather than end with a
summary conclusion to an ongoing effort, to invite PILnet to
end the report with a reflection on the opportunities and
challenges facing it and the field going forward.
As detailed in this report, much good work has been
done to develop a culture of pro bono in Europe and
beyond. Over the past 10 to 15 years, an impressive array
of actors, working on both the public and private sides of
the profession, have begun assembling an infrastructure
to better harness the potential of using the power of
law for the public interest. Making this infrastructure
work effectively and sustainably is not easy and requires
further collaboration and problem solving, but we can
rightly be pleased with what we have accomplished.
However, we cannot rest on our laurels. The field of
public interest law—or rather the place of public interest
in law—is at a pivotal stage in its development. Law has
never been more relevant than it is today. The global
challenges facing the world require collaboration and
coordination on a scale that is not possible without the
effective use of law. And the two greatest and most
urgent problems threatening our future—growing
inequality and climate change—are directly tied to the
way we are using and not using law.
A fair assessment of the field at this time would
undoubtedly conclude that law is still not working
well for everyone. Human rights advocates see this in
the discriminatory and unequal enforcement of rights.
Corporate lawyers see this in the need for more
pro bono to help deserving clients who cannot pay.
Development and aid workers see this in the way a lack
of rule of law inhibits progress and sustainability. And we
all see it in the desperate plight of refugees and migrants
fleeing hostile or less habitable regions.
At the same time, law is working very well for some.
Changes in law, particularly in the form of free trade and
investment agreements, have aided the globalization of
markets and created a power shift from governments to
corporations. As a result, the ability to use law to enable
development and growth has flourished—but so too
have economic inequality and climate change.
The challenge for all of us then, is to think not only about
how we can improve our own work, but to think more
broadly about how to improve the role that law plays

in our societies. In doing so, we need to reflect on and
break down the barriers that limit the law’s full potential
in addressing today’s needs. This report is the beginning
of a broader conversation with a range of stakeholders
who share our commitment to helping to defend and
protect the public interest.
To frame this conversation, we are exploring a paradigm
shift in the way we think and act. As we see it, law is not
inevitably an instrument of the powerful and wealthy, nor
just a useful tool for social change. It is a field of contest
in which future outcomes are shaped.
From this perspective, we see a field that is divided
between those on the public side who often rely on a
limited range of specialized advocacy tools—ones that
mainly use the human rights framework and strategic
litigation—and those on the private side who generally
do not see how their private practice of law may impact
the public interest. As a result, the vast resource of legal
expertise serving private interests is not being tapped for
the public interest.
A further benefit of this paradigm shift is that it
encourages a forward-looking rather than backwardlooking perspective, one that can be used to focus
on how law is being used to manage risk—to steer
outcomes—rather than only to vindicate rights. Leaving
aside the debate on the justiciability of economic, social,
and cultural rights, we believe that a forward-looking
risk management perspective can usefully harness the
private practice expertise of corporate lawyers to advise
poor or vulnerable clients on how best to ensure that
their interests are fairly represented in transactions or
development plans.
In exploring a different approach to how we think about
and use law to protect the public interest, we realize
that lawyers on both the public and private side of the
profession will need to be engaged in ways that bridge
differences in their perspectives, gaps in their knowledge,
and barriers to their imagination of the possibilities
of using law’s potential. Ultimately, we see this as a
discussion about how our use of law is contributing to
inequality and how it might be used to advance equality
instead.
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